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ABSTRACT

Despite the fact that seniors primarily make local- moves,

most research has focused on long distance or interprovincial

migration. This thesis addresses the lack of intraprovincial

and intraurban research and develops a typology of seniorst

residential mobiIiLy.

Secondary analyses v¡ere conducted on data collected by

the Canadian Aging Research Network (CARNET) in L991,/1,992.

Personal interviews vrere conducted with a sample of 1,406

Manitobans aged 65 and over. HaIf of the sample resided in

eight nonmetropolitan sites, and half v¡ere from one

rnetropolitan site.

Cross-tabul-ations and logistic regressions compared

sel-ected sociodemographic characteristics, Iife cycle events

and reasons for moving among seniors with metropolitan versus

nonmetropolitan destinations, and with inner city versus

suburban destinations. Three types of moves, based on the

destinations of moves, v/ere identified: nonmetropolitan

moves, suburban moves, and inner city moves.

This thesis demonstrates the inportance of using research

instruments designed specif icaJ-J-y to examine residential

mobility and provides guidelines for policy and service

provision for older movers v¡ith differing mobility
destinations.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Canada's population is aging. In l-981-, alrnost LOZ rsf.

Canada's populat,ion was aged 65 and over (Novak, l-988). By

1-991, the figure had increased to 1-1-.6e" (Statistics Canada,

L992b). In addition to an expanding proportion of persons

aged 65 and over in the population, life expectancies have

increased from 1931 to 1981 by !2 years for men and L7 years

for women (Novak, 1,988). These changes in the demographic

structure of Canadian society have led to increased attention
on Canadian seniors in a variety of areas. of increasinq

importance is seniors, residentiat mobility, âs the need for
more seniors' housing', and rnore appropriate seniors' housing,

escalates with the rising number of older individuals.
While recognising that most seniors are likely to remain

in the same homes for long periods of time, seniors who do

move tend to make particular types of moves that are unlike
those made by younger movers (Arnerican Association of RetirerJ

Persons, 1-992; Speare & Meyer, L988). Although seniors are

reported to make fewer moves than younger age cohorts, many do

move (Seniors' Secretariat, 1993). A national study conducted

in 1991- on older Canadians found that 2OZ of those aged 65 and

over and L6Z of those aged 80 and over had rnoved in the s
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years prior to the study (Seniors, Secretariat, l-993). It is
important to examj-ne the characteristics of ol-der movers and

the types of moves that canadian seniors make as they are

significant to policy makers in terms of understanding

geographic distributions, service provision requírements,

urban/rural planning and deveropment requisites, and housing

policy needs (Golant, 1-978; Liaw & Kanaroglou, L9g6¡ Ormrod.,

1-986; Rostum & Thonney, 1-991-; Speare & Meyer, 19BB; Watkins,

1e89).

Investigations of seníors' rnobility have been typically
divided into two domains: Ìong distance migration and shorter
distance locar moves. Local moves have been defined as those

moves within certain geopolitical boundaries, such as

provincial borders (Northcott, l-9BB). Most research, to d.ate,

has concentrated on long distance migration. This focus is
seen as rfoverratedrr by some (Meyer & Speare, i_9952 82) in
light of the relativery smarr number of rong distance moves

made by older people.

The lack of research in the area of l-oca1 seniors/
mobÍIity (carter, l-988) is especially important considering

that most moves by those aged 6s and over are mad.e within
shorter, loca1 distances (Serow, l-988; yeatts, Biggar &

Longino I Lg87). Particularly in the years after age 75, moves

become more spatially restricted (Golant , 1-g't9) . In Canada,

seniors are reported to make rtsome twenty intraprovinciar
moves for every one move across a provínci-a1 boundaryrt
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(Northcott, l-988: 33). seniors are even more rikely to rnove

within local municipal- boundaries, wíth the rnajority of
elderly nobility being intraurban (Arnerican Association of
Retíred Persons, L9g2; Basu, 1-g7g; Northcott, l-98g; Stapleton

Concordt 7984; Statistics Canada, l_990).

Obi ectives

Given the prevaì-ence of local moves, compared to long

distance migration, and the lack of previous research in this
area, this study focused on the intraprovincial- residential
mobility of indivíduars aged 65 and over in a Manitoba sample.

The purpose eras twofold:

1) to develop a comprehensive typology of seniors'
residential mobility, based on the destinations of
moves; and

2) to explore the relationship between residential
nobility and sociodemographic characteristics, such

as age, gender, maritaÌ status, tenure status, and

income;life cycle events, such as retirement,
widowhood and declining health; and reasons for
moving, such as arnenity seeking, preparation for
aging, and assistance seeking.

In Chapter Triro, existing literature in the area,

incruding wiseman and Roseman's (L979) typology of seniors'
residential mobirity and. Litwak and Longinors (LgB7) life
cycle model is examined. AIso, research on the

sociodemographic characteristics of older movers is
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highlighted. The intent of the literature revj-ew was to
provide an understanding of the concepts in seniors,
residential rnobility literature, while ernphasising the need

for integration of the research. The chapter concrudes with
several research questions developed to address the

limitations found in the literature review.

Chapter Three discusses the research population and

methodology of the Canadian Aging Research Network (CARNET)

Needs Assessment Survey, from which the subsample for the

present study was selected. The chapter then shows how the

subsampre v¡as drawn and the methods utilized in the present

study to answer the research questions.

In Chapter Four, the destinations of moves made by older
Manitoban movers and the location of their moves are exprored.

The characteristics of the sampre are presented, comparisons

between the movers and the nonmovers are made, and the 1ife
cycre events and reasons for moving reported by the movers are

identified.

Chapter Five addresses the remaining: research questions.

First it examines the bivariate relations between the

destinations of moves and certain sociodemographic

characteristics, Iife cycle events and reasons for rnoving.

The multivariate relations, or the relative influence, of the

variables on the destinations of the moves, are then

investigated
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Chapter Six discusses the findings of the present

research in conjunction with other literature in the area. It
evaluates the research in terms of its limitations and

irnplícations for policy. FinalJ-y, avenues for future research

are considered.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATTIRE REVTEW

This chapter provides a revíew of the títeraLure relevant
to the types of moves that seniors make and the sociar and

demographic characteristics of older movers. rt begins with
an examination of Wiseman and Roseman's e979) typology of
moves and Litwak and Longino's (L987) life cycle model, and is
followed by a synopsis of the l_iterature on the
characteristics of seniors who rnake certain types of moves.

The chapter includes a discussion of the importance of
integrating the riterature on seniors' residential mobirity
and examining the interrerationships between factors that
influence the types of moves seniors make. Five research

questions are then outtined and various hypotheses are

formulated to guide the present study.

I^IISEMAN & ROSEMAN'S TYPOLOGY OF MOVES

l,Iiseman and Roseman (L979) created a typology of seniors,
rnobirity based mostry on l-960's and t97ot s united states'
data. They divided their typology into rong distance

migration and locar moves. only the locat moves wirl- be

discussed, as they are the prinary type of moves that canadian
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seniors make (Northcott, i-989) and are the focus of this
thesis.

Within Wiseman and Rosemanrs (L979) locaJ_ typology of
seniors' moves, there were six basic types: suburbanization,

inner city rerocation, apartmentarization, communarization,

homes of kin and institutionalization. Attention is focused

on the first five moves of comrnunity residing erderry in order
to identify vol-untary housing choices refrecting seniors'
desiresr âs well as their needs.

Suburbanization / Exurbanization

suburbanization was the f irst rocar move T^Iiseman and

Roseman (L979) identified. This referred to the ,exurban

movementsrr ($Iiseman & Roseman, L979: 331) of some seniors soon

after retirement to suburban areas, smarl towns or rural
areas.

Inner City Rel-ocation

Inner city relocators v¡ere characterised as individuals
who moved within the same inner city area or moved from one

inner city environment to another. l^Iiseman and Roseman (Lg7g)

suggested that these types of movers comprised 30å of alI
local elderly migrants.

Apartmentalization

Apartmentalization refers to moves made by those older
peopre who were attempting to adjust their housing space into
smarler and more appropriate quarters. According to wiseman

and Rosernan (1-979) , these moves $rere made throughout urban
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areas and hrere accompanied by a search for access to public
transit, services and activities.
Communalization

According to Wiseman and Roseman (1979), communalization

refers to moves made by seniors to ururti-unit structures
segregated from other age cohorts, where some communal

facilities and activi-ties $/ere avaitable. The location of
these communities varied between inner cities, sma1l towns and

suburban areas, but usually s¡ere accompanied by a search for
assistance.

Hornes of Kin

Hornes of kin was the final move discussed by l{iseman and

Roseman (L979), referring to moves made by seniors to or near

a farnily member. The authors predicted that with changing

family structures, these moves will be replaced by communal

and institutionat moves.

Limitations of Wiseman & Rosenan's Typology of Moves

Wiseman and Rosemanrs (1-979) vrork provided a basic

foundation for many subsequent studies (Clark & Davies, L99O¡

Litwak & Longino, L987; Meyer & Speare, l-985; Northcott,

l-988). However, there are few studies that have attempted to
test the model in its entirety. Most research has taken one

type t oy a linited number of types of moves, and investigated

the sociodemographic characteristics associated with these

types of movers (Clifford, Heaton & Fuguitt, L9B2; Stapleton

Concord, l-984). No studies have been found. that question
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wiseman and Roseman's G979) findings, despite the limitations
of their model.

First, some categorj-es in Wiseman and Rosemants (Lg7gll

typology overlap. For exampJ-e, apartmentalization may be

confused with communalization. often apartments have become

strictly or mostly rseniors, residencesr, because the

clientele has remained in the building and grown older
(Mutsch1er, L992; Skinner, 1-992). Those moving into
apartments, whether segregated by age or not, may merely be

expressing a wish for less maintenance, Iess expense, more

suitable dwelling space and the closeness of others.

Additionally, those moving into smaller or more appropriate

dwellings have a wide variety of alternative dwellings to
choose from other than apartments, for example, mobile units,
shared housing, and \granny flatsr. Wiseman and Rosernan

(L979) constrained this type of move by liniting it strictly
to apartments.

Second, the reason for moving and the l_ocation involved

need to be more consistently examined in the typology. Exact

definitions of inner city, suburban and urban areas were not

given. This weakness leads to arnbiguity and misrepresentation

of the types of moves. For example, by lrliseman and Roseman

(L979) including seniors moving to urban areas and seeking

access to public transit, services and activities within
apartmentalization, they have denied apartmentalization in
other fringe areas. Those moving to large metropolitan
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centres may be prompted more by assj-stance seeking behavj-our,

declining health and the need for cl-ose proximity to services

and/or kin, cornpared to apartmentalization movers in small

towns who may move for less hearth rerated and more comfort

and income related reasons. This is not to deny that any

number of seniors may make moves cornbining both

apartmentalization and/or conmunalization with urbanization or

assistance seeking. There is, however, a need to clarify
seniors' mobility based on the location of the move.

Another example of this linitation in the typology is the

suburbanization/exurbanization type of move which included

those who t,nay be purchasing or building the ultimate \dream

home', thus capping a life-long series of residential
relocationsrr (Wisernan & Roseman, L979: 331-) . This preference

for larger, better or newer homes has been alluded to in other

research (Colsher & llaIlace, L99O¡ Golant, L97B; Wister &

Burch, l-989). Wisernan and Roseman (L979) admitted that the

location of the move may vary from suburban to rural regions.

However, this move may also be witnessed in inner city areas.

Thus, this housing choice is distinguished more by dwetling

type or reason for moving, not by a geographic locationr âs

Vliseman and Roseman (L979) suggested..

lrliseman and Roseman's (1979) structured typology provides

a general depiction of the types of moves seniors make.

However, it ignores the varyj-ng and perhaps competing factors
invorved in the residentiar choices of seniors. white the
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typology adequately demonstrates the motivations of older

movers, it does not reveal the complex nature of seniorst

residential nobility, or the importance of linking the reasons

why seniors move and the location in which the moves occur.

A type of move may be a culmination of several needs or

factors; hence, a more comprehensive portrayal of seniors,

moves is required.

Attention nov¡ turns to Litwak and Longino's (L987) Iife
cycle model. Litwak and Longino (L987) highlighted the life
events associated with the particular types of moves that
older people tend to make.

LITWAK & LONGTNO'S LTFE CYCLE MODEL

Litwak and Longino (1-987) hypothesized that major life
cycle events heighten the propensity of seniors to make

certain types of moves. The authors demonstrated the

developmental nature of seniors' mobility in a life cycle

model.

The first move Litwak and Longino (L987) identified
occurred within a five year period of retirement. Newly

retired persons tended to be attracted to places where they

had previously vacationed or lived, or to environmentally

pleasing nonmetropolitan settings. In this first move,

retirees did not reguire the support or nearness of kin, so

they v/ere free to move any distance.
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The second move Litwak and Longino (1,987) discussed,

occurred when the pressure of chronic disabilities and the

difficulty of carrying out everyday tasks prompted an

assistance seeking move. Litwak and Longino (1987)

hypothesized that this move t¡as characterised by seniors

locating near to or into the hones of farnily members in order

to secure the amount of support and care they required.

The third move outlíned in the developmental model

consisted of elderJ-y who were forced into institutional- Iiving
because their physical health and care resources had

deteriorated substantially. This move will not be discussed

because of the present study's focus on community dwetling

elderly and voluntary residential choices.

Separate from the other three types of moves, Litwak and

Longino (L987 ) detailed urbanizatj-on and deurbanization shifts
for those seniors who moved from nonmetropolitan to
metropolitan regions, or from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan

regions, respectively. The first shift, d.eurbanization,

consisted of younger, rnarried and independently living seniors

who moved from metropolitan areas where they $/ere formerly
employed to less ex¡rensive, less harrj-ed nonmetropolitan areas

where they may have had childhood roots. the second shift,
urbanization, consisted of older, more disabled seniors who

moved from nonmetropolitan areas to metropolitan areas where

their children tended to live and where services, facilities
and transportation were more accessible.
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Limitations of Litwak & Longino's Life Cvc1e Mode1

Litwak and Longino (L987) greatly influenced migratory

research with their life cycle model (Carter, l-988; Colsher &

Wallace, L990; Speare & Meyer, 1988; Yeatts, Biggar & Longino,

1"987). However, there are limitations to their model.

The main weakness is that the location of seniorst moves

htas not considered thoroughly. The three moves Litwak and

Longino (L987 ) outlined were guided by life cycle events. The

urbanizati-on and deurbanization shifts they included referred
strictJ-y to the origin-destination flow or location of moves -
meLropolitan and nonmetropolitan. There would be a more

inclusive representation of seniorst moves if the final move

r^Ias combined within their main model. The authors adrnitted

that rrmany of those moving to nonmetropolitan areas are first
stage migrants whereas many of those rnoving to metropotitan

areas are second stage migrantstt (Litwak & Longino, L987:

27o).

The deurbanization of older movers from rnetropolitan to

nonmetropolitan areas, based on the characteristics of the

seniors and the life event (ie., retirement) generally

associated with this shift, could easily be encapsulated under

the first move of the life cycle modeI. Plus, the

urbanization shift of older adults moving from nonmetropolitan

to metropolitan areas fits into the second move of the life
cycle model. The characteristics of movers in Litwak and

Longino's (L987 ) second move and those j-n the nonmetropolitan
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to metropolitan shift are remarkably similar. AdditionaJ_Iy,

both the second move and the nonmetropolitan to metropolitan

shift are associated with the life cycle event of declining

health.

If location was included in their main mode1, Litwak and

Longino's (L987) work would provide an excell-ent foundation

for viewing seniors/ residential nobility in a broader

context. Three other typologies add to the literature
exploring the types of moves that older adults make.

OTHER TYPOLOGIES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

In addition to Wiseman and Roseman's (A979) typology of

moves and Litwak and Longino/s (L987 ) life cycÌe model, Meyer

and Speare (Meyer & Speare, l-985; Speare & Meyer, 1-988)

developed typologies based on the reasons for moving and the

life cycle events associated with seniors' moves. Rogers

(1-989) presented a model based on redistribution patterns of

older movers.

The first model created by Meyer and Speare (l-985)

identified three basic types of seniors' rnobility: assistance

moves, preparation for aging moves, and amenity moves.

Assistance moves v/ere prompted by a desire to be cl-oser to

family and friends because of lower levels of health.
Preparation for aging moves were prompted by a preference for
smaller units, less maintenance, and proxirnity to services and

facilities. Those moving to prepare for aging often moved to
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single rather than rnul-ti-leve1 dwellÍngs or seniors' housing.

Amenity moves v/ere provoked by desires for improved physical

environment and quaJ-ity of living.

The second model created by Speare and Meyer (1988),

linked l-ife cycle events to distinctive types of elderly
mobility. Retirement nobility v¡as a move following retirement

from paid employment and r,ras similar to arnenity nobility.
Kinship mobility, which was the most often mentioned type of

mobility, was a move based on a desire to be closer to
relatives, and widowed nobility was a move following

widowhood.

Speare and Meyer (1988) also attempted to lÍnk the types

of rnobility with national geographic regions in the United

States, using the SMSA definition of metropolitan. They found

that one third of retirement movers made moves from

metropolitan locations to nonmetropolitan destinations.

I,lhile both Meyer and Speare's (l-985) and Speare and

Meyer's (1-988) models lr/ere less extensive in the types of

moves identified than Wiseman and Roseman's (L979) typology,

the motivations for the moves found in all three models are

similar. Moreover, Speare and Meyer (1-988 ¡ 577 ) suggested

that the types of nobility that they found "paralle1 events

occurring in Litwak and Longino's first two developmental

stagiesrr.

Hov¡ever, there are several timitations to both the 1-985

and l-988 studies. Methodologically, the survey instrument
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that Speare and Meyer (1-988) used to assess the reasons why

respondents had moved gave them a limited number of choices

and did not include a rrhealthrr categ:ory. The result was that
the largest category for reasons for moving v/as rrotherrr and

moves based on declining health hrere not identified. Thus,

the entire realm of seniors' residential relocation decisions

was not explored. Additionally, as Speare and Meyer's (1988)

study examined the mobility patterns of seniors at a national

1evel, local moves v¡ere not identified. This l-ast limitation
is applicabl-e also to Meyer and Speare's (1985) study, whictr

examined both long distance and l-ocal moves, but did not

specifically identify the location and characteristics of
loca1 movers, specifically intraurban movers.

The final- model considered is Rogers' (1-989) elderly
nobility transition model which hÍghlighted the importance of
examining destinations of older adults' moves. The model

suggested that there are three basic redistribution patterns

of elderly movers. First, there is a redistribution of the

older population from metropolitan areas to dispersed

nonmetropolitan areas. Second, there is a pattern of

concentrated net migration from metropolitan areas to
nonmetropolitan retirement areas. Third, there is a

continu.ing dispersion of older migrants to remote

nonmetropoJ-itan areas. Rogers'(l-989) model provides a

conceptual framework for viewing seniors' nobility in stages.
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ft promotes an understanding of past, present and future
geographic distribution trends of older adult movers.

While Rogers t (L989) etderly mobility transítion rnodel

provides an excellent framework for conceptualizing phases of

elderly nobility, it too has linitations. The main limítation

of Rogers ' (L989) work is that local moves vrere not

considered. There was no exploration of whether there are

different phases of local seniors' nobility or what effect

local rnobility has on resulting destination areas.

These models provide a starting point for understanding

residentiat nobility destinations of older adults. However,

in addition to reviewing the typology and life cycle

Iiterature, there needs to be an examination of various

sociodemographic characteristics that are related to certain

life cycle events, reasons for moving, and resulting

destinations of the moves. Thus, research on socj-odemographic

characteristics of older movers witl be highlighted next.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOVERS

A growing body of literature has examined the

characteristics of older movers related to specific types of

moves. A variety of sociodemographic characteristics have

been l-inked to different reasons for moving among seniors.

Attention here will focus on age, giender, marital status,

tenure status, education and income.
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Age

Age, although not an adequate indicator of housing choice

(Rostum & Thonney, 1-99L), has been utilized in a najority of

residential mobility studies conducted on seniors. The Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation (1-989) suggested that
examining chronological age aIlows differences to be observed

between characteristics, preferences and needs of seniors of

varying ages.

Although Liaw and Kanaroglou (1986) found that older

individuals did not move as much as younger adults, Watkins

(i-989) reported a peak around the age of 75 suggesting rfan

abrupt change in the life course that acts as a motivation for
movingrr ([.Iatkins I L989: 48). According to Litwak and Longino

(L987 ), the life cycle events of widowhood or declining health

may provoke rnoves at that age. Golant (1-978) found that those

aged 75 and over move in rnore spatially restricted areas, than

younger seniors. with i-ncreasing âgê, seniors were more

Iikely to make moves within inner city areas, move to

metropolitan areas, and to rent, than younger seniors, who

were more likely to make nonmetropolitan moves, using the SMSÀ
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definition of metropolitanl, (Cl-ifford et aI., L982; Stapleton

Concord, L984; Mutschler, 1"992).

Gender

The destinations of the moves made by seniors may be

gender influenced. Most studies have found that older fernales

commonly experienced greater rnobÍlity than older males

(Ctifford et âI., L982; Northcott, l-988; Watkins, l-989) . The

Ionger life expectancy of hromen, and the fact that moves are

often associated with the death of a spouse, are two reasons

accounting for this trend (Everitt & Gfellner, 1994). Females

had higher rates of rnobility from nonmetropolitan to
metropolitan areas, while older males had higher rates of
rnobility from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas (CIifford

et âI., L982). older females hrere al-so more like1y to be

renters than homeowners (Mutschler, L992). Additionally,

while men had a mobility peak at ages 65 to 69 and women had

a peak at ages 60 to 64 (Warnes, 1-983a), women !/ere more

I The diversity within the literature on definitions
of geographic locaLions is vast. üIithin Wiseman and Roseman's
(L979) typology, Litwak and Longíno's (1-987 ) life cycle model,
and in most other research in the area, exact definitions of
inner city/urban cores, suburban regions, rnetropolitan areas
or nonmetropolitan areas are nonexistent. Hov¡ever, the
general guidelines adhered to in Canada are Census
Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) which refer to rrlarger cities and
their immediate environsrr (Northcott, l-9882 42) and Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in the United States
which refer to all inner city/urban cores and suburban areas
within a metropolitan definition and all those areas outside
of SMSAs as nonmetropolitan (Rodgers, 1-980).
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likely than men to move local1y, or within the same municipal

area (Northcott, 1-988) .

Marital Status

Couples have been reported to be less like1y to move than

never married or widowed seniors, who tended to be l-ess likely
to move than separated and divorced seniors (Northcott, 1988).

Married couples r,rere f ound to make more suburban or

nonmetropolitan moves, while widows or single people made more

inner city relocation, apartmentalization, communalization,

metropolitan, and kinship moves based on the need for
assistance (Clifford et â1., L9a2; Colsher & Wallace, 1990;

Litwak & Longino, L987; Wiseman & Roseman, L979).

Tenure Status

Seniors who owned their dwelling vtere found to be less

likely to move than renters (Golant I L978). Renters v/ere more

often found in inner city locations, compared to household

ov/ners who were more often found in suburban areas. Further,

renters vrere more likely to be widowed, fernale and o1der,

compared to o!,rners who were more like1y to be married and

younger (Mutsch1er, L992; Speare & Meyer, l-988; Wiseman &

Roseman, t979).

Education and Income

Education and income have often been util-ized to
differentiate residential rnobility (clifford et aI., L982ì

Colsher & Vlallace, 1990; Sofranko, Fliegel & Glasgow, 1983).

Colsher and lrlal-lace (1,990) found that seniors with lower
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levels of education and i-ncome tended to move more often than

seniors with higher levels of education and income. Whi1e

Northcott (1988) reported that seniors with lower levets of
education and income were more likely to move shorter

distances, Rodgers (1-980) found that older adults with higher
1eve1s of education were more likeIy to have rnetropolitan than

nonmetropolitan destinations. Senj-ors with rniddle to upper

incomes hrere more likely to make moves to suburban areas,

while seniors with lower incomes were more likely to make

inner city relocation and communalization moves (clifford et
âI., t982; Sofranko et aI., 1-983; t^iiseman & Roseman, L979).

Limitations of the Literature
WhiIe literature on the characteristics of older adults

v¡ho make certain types of moves in later life exists, the

studies are often based on a selected type or linited types of

moves. The result is a sirnplistic portrayal of seniors,

residential mobility based on two groupings of

characteristics .

The first grouping is characterised by seniors who are

younger, married, household ohrners v¡ho are more affluent,
educated and healthy. These characterÍstics are often united

for those seniors making nonmetropolitan moves (Speare &

Meyer, 1-988). The second grouping of characteristics includes

those seniors who are o1der, female, widowed, Iess wealthy and

educated, and those who had past tenure as an owner but

currently rent. These characteristics are likely to be found
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among seniors making metropolitan moves, apartmentalization,

communalization, or kinship moves (Speare 6( Meyer, l-9BB;

Wisernan & Roseman, L979) .

One study, while agreeing with most researchers that
rrgroups of households with rather consistent sets of traits
dominate Icertain migration] flowsrr (Stapleton Concord, i-984:

100), attempted to investigate the more complex relationships
between selected social and demographic characteristics of
intraurban movers aged 55 and over. Stapleton Concord (l-984)

found that interactions between age, labour force status
(enployed/retired), income, education, and household type, all
influenced the types of moves made by the sample. In general,

Stapleton Concord,s (1984) model found that younger couples

participating in the labour force were more likely than others

to move out of the inner city. This study highlights the

influence that sociodernographic varj-ables have on the types of
moves that seniors' make. Moreover, it demonstrates the

importance of viewing seniors, residential mobility within a

nultidimensional intraurban framework.

SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEVÙ

Wiseman and Roseman's (1979) , Meyer and Spearers (l-995)

and Speare and Meyer,s (L988) typology of moves, Litwak and

Longino's (L987) life cycle model, Rogers' (1-989) elderly
mobility transition model, and the literature emphasizing the

characteristics of rnovers provide different perspectives for
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examining and explaining the residential nobifity of seniors.

However, each could be enhanced by the others if they vrere

integrated. The typology literature provides a basic

foundation, while the characteristic literature supplies a

more detailed description of older movers. Both are

reinforced by the developmental l-iterature which promotes

viewing seniors, mobility on a continuum, or in a context

including the entire tife span. What these branches of the

literature do not do, hovrever, is attempt to integrate these

alternatíve perspectives in a meaningful manner.

RESEARCH OUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

Based on this Iiterature review, the proposed study

focused on sociodemographic characterj-stics of movers, reasons

for moving, life cycle events, and the destinations of moves.

The first research question v/as directed at identifying the

specific residential nobifity destinations of seniors:

1. l{hat types of moves, based on the destinations of moves,
are made by older Manitobans?

The particul-ar destinations included one metropolitan and

eight nonmetropolitan areas. Within the metropolitan area, a

further distinction was made between inner city and suburban

areas. Thus, each of the following research questions

includes a set of two hypotheses for each proposed

relationship; first, one general intraprovincial moves

of metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan destinations; and
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second, one for the specifi-c intraurban moves of inner city
versus suburban destinations:

2. Is there a direct influence of certain sociodemographic
characteristics on the destinations of moves?

2.A Older seniors will be more like1y to have
metropolitan residential destinations,
while younger seniors will be more J-ikely
to have nonmetropolitan residential
destinations.

2.LL O1der seniors will be more likely to have
inner city residential destinations,
while younger seniors will be more i-ikely
to have suburban residential
destinations.

2.2 Seniors who are female wiII be more
likely to have metropolitan residential
destinations, while seniors who are male
will be more likely to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations .

2.2L Seniors who are female will- be more
likeIy to have inner city residential
destinations, while seniors who are male
wí11 be more Iikely to have suburban
residential destinations.

2.3 Single, d.ivorced, separated or widowed
seniors will be more likety to have
rnetropolitan residential- destinations,
while married seniors wil-l be more likely
to have nonmetropolitan residential
destinations.

2.3I Single, divorced, separated or widowed
. seniors wiII be more likely to have inner

city residential destinatíons, while
married seniors will be more like1y to
have suburban residential destinations.

2.4 Seniors who rent their dwellings wiII be
more likely to have metropolitan
residential destinations, while seniors
who o$rn their dwellings wiIl be more
like1y to have nonmetropolitan
residential destinations.
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2.41 Seniors who rent their dwellings will be
more likeJ-y to have inner city
residential destinations, while seniors
who ohrn their dwellings will be more
likely to have suburban residential
destinations.

2.5 Seniors v¡ith l-ower level-s of education
Iâ¡iII be more likely to have metropolitan
residential destinations, while seniors
with higher levels of education will be
more tikely to have nonrnetropolitan
residential destinations.

2.51, Seniors with lower levels of education
will be more likeJ-y to have inner city
residential destinations, while seniors
with higher level-s of education will be
more likely to have suburban residential
destinations.

2.6 Seniors who perceive their incornes to be
not completely adequate wil-I 'be more
likeIy to have metropolitan residential
destinations, while seniors who perceive
their incomes to be completely adequate
will be more Iikely to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations .

2.61, Seniors who perceive their incomes to be
not completely adequate will be more
likeIy to have inner city residential
destinations, while seniors who perceive
their incomes to be completely adequate
v/i1l be more Iikely to have suburban
residential destinations.

Is there a direct influence of certain Iife cycle
events on the destinations of moves?

3. l- Seniors who move due to declining health
or widowhood wi1l be more likely to have
rnetropolitan residential destinations,
while seniors who move due to retÍrement
will be more likely to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations.

3 .1-l- Seniors who move due to declining health
or widowhood will -be more likely to have
inner city residential- destinations,
while seniors who move due to retirement
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vtill be more likely to have suburban
residential destinations

4. Is there a direct influence of certain reasons for
moving on the destinations of moves?

4,1- Seniors who move due to preparation for
aging or assistance seeking reasons wilt
be more likely. to have metropolitan
residentíal destinations, while seniors
who move due to amenity reasons will be
more Iikely to have nonmetropolitan
residential destinations.

A.LL Seniors who move due to preparation for
aging or assistance seeking reasons wiII
be more likely to have inner city
residential destinations, while seniors
who move due to amenity reasons will be
more likely to have suburban residentiaÌ
destinations.

5. l,fhat is the re]-ative inf luence of selected
sociodemographic characteristics, life cycle events,
and reasons for moving on destinations of moves?

This last research question reflects the integration of

the typology, Iife cycle and sociodemographic characteristic
literature on seniors' residential- rnobility. The variables

utilized for this question will be based on the results of
Research euestions #2, #3, and #4. Hypotheses are difficult
to formulate for this question, though, because no literature
has been found regarding the interrelationships of these

variables.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has provided a review of the literature
pertaining to the residential mobility of older individuals.
The sociodemographic characteristics, Iife cycle events and
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reasons for rnoving conrmonly enphasized in past research have

been discussed. rt was argued that integrating the literature
on seniors' rnobility is essential in order to provide a

comprehensive depiction of seniors' residential rnobirity. The

research questions for the present study v/ere derived frorn

this objective. The next chapter wirl discuss the methodorogy

utilized to address the research questions.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

This study of the intraprovincial resj-dential rnobitity
dest,inations of older Manitoba movers draws on data from the
canadian Aging Research Network (CARNET) Needs Assessment

survey, conducted in Manitoba in 199L/L992. rn this chapter,
the research population, sample selection, data collection,
sarnple characteristics, and interview schedule of the CARNET

study from which the subsampre for the present study v¡as

selected, are outlined. The chapter then provides a

description of the secondary analyses that v/ere conducted. An

expranation is given of how the subsample was serected, and.

how the dependent variable, type of move, and. the independent

variables hrere constructed. Finarly, the approach used for
data analysis is discussed

THE CARNET NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

The CARNET Needs Assessment survey v/as designed to
explore the product and servj-ce needs of older canadj-ans.l

The centre on Aging at the university of Manitoba conducted

I Funding for this project
government Networks of Centres of

v¡as provided by the federal
Excellence Program.
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the needs assessment among older adults in Winnipeg and eight
smaller Manitoba communities.

Research Population and Sample Se,lection

The selection of sites for the CÀRNET survey vras

purposively guided by the distinction between remote and non-

remote communities in Manitoba, population size, proportion of
elderly living in the comrnunity, and availability of a

Provincial Department of Health office (Zimmer & Sega1I,

L992). Since half of the Manitoba population lives in
Winnipeg and because its residents have the greatest access to
services and goods, t{innipeg was employed as the focal site.
The other eight sites r¡rere chosen by their distance from

Winnípeg, as well as the critería mentioned above. Four sites
Portage La Prairie, Beausejour, Carman and Morris, rl¡ere

considered non-remote as they vrere only a short distance from

VÍinnipegr' four sites - Dauphin, KíI1arney, Roblin and Me1ita,

srere considered remote as they $¡ere further than a one hour

drive from Winnipeg. The size of the 1-986 population, the

percentage of those aged 65 and over, and the availability of
a health office are outlined in Table 3-l-.

The sample was drawn from the Manitoba Health Services

Commission (MHSC) data base. This data base j-s considered a

relatively thorough listing of older residents, as all
Manitobans register through the IÍIISC for medical coverage.
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Table 3-l-
Specific Information on Nine Sample Sites

CHARACTERISTICS
Populatíon Health

Site 1986 Z6s+ office
Winnipeg 592t967 16
Portage 13,198 18 YES
Beausejour 2,535 23 YES
Carman 2,5OO 26 NO
Morris 11613 2I NO
Dauphin 8,875 26 YES
Kiltarney 2,3L8 26 YES
Roblin L,9L3 27 NO
Melita !,239 29 NO

Source: Zimmer and Segal1 (L992)

Km. fromhii"*
70
46
62
52

311
2L7
392
319

Sanple Size
703

87
88
88
88
88
88
88
88

one-harf of the targeted sample was serected frorn !\Iinnipeg and

the other half was divided equally between the eight remaining

sj-tes (see Table 3-l- for the sample size in each site) .

Respondents were community residing individuals aged 65

and over who vrere serected by way of a stratified random

sample within each site. The sample was stratified by age and

gender to be representative of the totar etderry Manitoban

population. The sarnpre excluded older Manitobans J-iving in
institutions, and thus may reflect a healthier group of
seniors than is found in the general population.

rn order to obtain a final sample size of approxirnatery

1-4oo respondents, and to ensure that harf the respondents

resided in l{innipeg and that the remainder were equalry

distributed throughout the-other eight sites, refusars and

inetigibles were repraced. As reported in Zimmer and segall
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(1992), 373 of the potential respondents hrere crassified as

lIneligible, as their health did not permit them to be

interviewed, because they had moved, were av/ay during the
interviewing period, had diedr or spoke a langruage for which

no interviewer ïras available. there were ZSL who vrere

classified as \No Contactst as they could not be located, and

63 who were classified as \Proxy Refusals, because spouses or

children refused on beharf of the respondents. A totar of 413

of the potential respondents were classified as \Refusals'.

For the CARNET sampling frame, the refusal_ rate,
calculated by dividing the subject refusals by the sum of the

cornpleted and subject refusals, Í/as 22.72. The response rate
ü/as 77.32, and the completion rate, calculated as the number

of completed interviews divided by the total number of
attempted contacts, iras 56.L2. The completion rate was

somewhat lower in Winnipeg (51-.53) than in the non-I.Iinnipeg

sites (6L.62) (Zimmer & Segall, L992). However, the

completion and response rates for the entire sample and

Winnipeg alone, \^¡ere better than those reported for other
studies (Marsha1l, Ig87) .2

Data Collection

AIl potential respondents v/ere sent an introductory
letter asking them to participate in the study, and were then

2 Research examining the response and completion
rates of three Canadian research studies found that ilCanadian
investigators can expect to attain cornpletion rates in the 4o-
50 percent range and response rates in the 60-65 percent
rangeff (Marshall, L9A7 : 223) .
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telephoned to arrange an interview. Eighteen interviev/ers

vtere hired and trained Èo conduct the interviews. The

interviews took pì-ace in the respondents'hornes between

September 1991 and March L992. AIl respondents hrere

interviewed in person and each interview lasted an average of
one hour and fifteen minutes.

The tining of the interviews varied by geographic

location. Interviewing took place in Winnipeg throughout the

six month period. Interviews in the smaller communities

farthest from l,rinnipeg (Me1ita, Roblin and Killarney) started
in September and vrere cornpleted in November. Three

interviev¡ers vlere hired specif icaJ-Iy for respondents in
Dauphin who vrere interviewed in October. Interviews al-so

started in Carman in October, followed by Portage and Morris
in November, and Beausejour in January.

CARNET Sample Characteristics

The final sample of L4O6 older Manitobans consisted of
703 respondents within Winnipeg and 703 from the other

communities. About half (51-å) of the sample s¡ere aged 65 to
74, while the remainder v/ere aged 75 and over (Table 3-2) . À

larger portion of the sample was female (58å) than male (422);

most respondents were either married (562) or widor¡ed (3SZ);

and the majority of the respondents (922) had less than L4

years of education.

There were sinilarities between the characteristics of
the Canadian and Manitoban poputations aged 65 and over, and
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Tab1e 3-2
Selected Sociodemographic Characteristics of the CARNET Sample
and the Manitoban and Canadian populations, 65+

POPULATION SAMPLE
CARNET
SampIe

z

50.7
49.3

100. 0
(1_406)

42.L
57.9

t_00. 0
(r-406)

9.8

55. 5
34.8

t_00. 1-

(1¿o¿) *

56.4
43 .6

l_oo. o

42.L
57 .9

l-00. 0
( 146 , 600)

L2.3

54.t
33.6

t_00. o
(r-46,600)

Manitoba Canada
L99L 1991-zz

CHARÀCTERTSTICS
Age

65-7 4
75+

Total
(n:)

Gender
MaIe
Female

Total-
(n=)

Marital Status
Single/Divorced/
Separated

Married/
Common Law

lrlidowed
TotaI
(n:)

Education

(146,600) (3,L69,97O)

59.8
40.2

l_00. o

42.O
58. O

100. 0
(3 r 169 ,97O)

1"2.L

55.4
32.5

l_00. o
(3,169 ,97O)

4L.2
45.2
13.6

100. o
(2,932 t32O)

to missingr values.

0-8 4L.7 42.7
9-13 49.9 47 .8
L4+ 8.4 9.4

Total 100.0 99.9
(n=) (1404)* (l-36,87s)

* The n does not always equal 1406 due

Sources: Statistics Canada (L992b; 1993)
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the CARNET sample (Table 3-2). Distributions according to
age, gender and marital status of the CARNET sarnple, and the

Manitoban and Canadian populations of those aged 65 and over,

!,/ere nearly ident,ical. Also, the education level of the
Manitoban and canadian senior population r¡ras similar to the
CARNET sample.

Interview Schedule

The finalized interview schedule consisted of both close-
and open-ended questions. The interview schedule contained

the fol-l-owing sections: sociodemographic characteristics; tlpe
and location of housing; contact, proximity and satisfaction
with famity and friends; activity limitations; health status;
accidents r' ability to use and experience with
telecommunications; utilization of services/programs;

dexterity and nobility; recreation and leisure including
travel; househoJ-d products; furniture; clothing; access to and

knowledge of informationr. l-ocus of control; and life
satisfaction.

THE PRESENT STUDY: A SUBSAMPLE OF MOVERS

Within the housing section of the CARNET interview
schedule, respondents were asked, rrFor how many years have you

rived in this dwerring?tt. Respondents who had rnoved rocarry,
or within the province of Manitoba, within the last ten years

(n=486) comprised the subsample for this analysis. A
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comparison of the characteristics of movers and non-movers is
presented in Chapter Four.

The specific variables used in the analysis are described

in the following discussíon. The questions and response

categories in the CARNET interview schedule used to attain the

variables for the present study are outlined in Appendix A.

Dependent Variables

There r¡rere two dependent variables based on the

destinations of the moves: intraprovincial moves and

intraurban moves. The first dependent variable,
intraprovincial moves, consisted of metropolitan versus

nonmetropolitan destinations. These destinations were

identified by the place of residence when the interviesr $¡as

conducted. According to Statistics Canadars definitions of
Census Metropolitan Areas (1-992a)3, Winnipeg !.¡as the only

metropolitan city within the sample, while the other eight
communities were considered nonmetropolitan.

The second dependent variable, intraurban moves, !üas

based on inner city versus suburban destinations. These

intraurban residential rnobility destinations v¡ere

distinguished by the use of postal codes into inner city and

3 According to the Statistics Canada (L992a)
definition, a Census Metropolitan Area refers to a very large
urban area with an urbanized core and a population of at least
l-00,000.
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suburban residents (Brown & Burke, Lg7gr.4 Of the 41 postal
code areas in winnipegr 12 were considered as inner ciLy areas

and 29 were considered as suburban areas. Appendix B contains

the map of postal codes which distinguish inner city and

suburban areas.

To describe the destinations of moves more ful1y, the

origin-destination flows of the moves v/ere examined.

Respondents who had rnoved v¡ere asked, rrhlas your last
resj-dence... in the same neighbourhood, in the same town/city,
or in a different city?tt. While recognizing this does not

identify exact origins of the moves, it was used to determine

the approximate origin-destination flows of moves.

fndependent Variables

Independent variables are described in terms of the
questions used to measure the variabres and the method of
coding the responses for different analyses. The statist,ical
procedures conducted on the variabl-es are discussed in the

data analysis section. The independent variabres r¡rere

categorized and coded according to Statistics Canada

definitions, the distribution of respondents, the hypotheses

outlined in Chapter Two, and the guidelines discussed in the

literature review. Wherever possible, responses hrere

categorized for the tirne of the move, rather than for the time

a Brown and Burke (Lg7g) defined inner cities by
several criteria, including- the older central area(s) of a
census metropolitan area, a central business core, a mature
residential district, loca1 perceptions of the inner city,
topography and natural boundaries.
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of the study. Appendix A outlines the questions and response

categories from the CARNET interview schedule used to attain
the variables utilized in the present study.

Age at the Time of the Studv: The question, ttID what year

$¡ere you born?rr, was used to determine age at the ti¡re of the

interview. Age was recorded as a continuous variable. It was

coded into two categories, tt65-74rr and rr75+rr in order to
compare movers and nonmovers. Many researchers employ these

categories so that possible differences between younger and

older groups of elderly can be observed (Litwak & Longino,

t987 r' Speare & Meyer, i-988; Statistics Canada, \992b¡ l.Iatkins,

1e8e).

Aqe at the Time of the Move: The age at which respondents

moved was identified by the questions, rrln what year were you

born?rr and rrFor how many years have you lived in this
dwelling?". The number of years that the movers lived in
their current dwellings $/as subtracted from their age at the

time of the study. Age at the tirne of the move was treated as

a continuous variable. It vJas also collapsed for the

bivariate analyses into three categories, '155-64tt t 1.65-"74rr and

il75+il.

Gender: The gend.er of the respondents, rrMalerr and rrFemalerrr

was coded by the interviewer.

Marital Status at the Time of the Study: Marital status was

identified by the questionr- rrWhat is your marital status?rr.

Responses to this question !,/ere coded for comparative purposes
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with nonmovers into three categories, ttSingle/Divorced/

Separatedrr, rrMarried/Common Lavrrr and rrI{idowedrr.

Marital Status at the Tirne of the Move: Marital status at the

time of the move v/as determined by examining those whose

marital status had changed since the time of the move. This

v¡as identified by the questions, rWhat is your marital
staÈus?rr, rrFor how long have you been ?", and rrFor how

many years have you lived in this dwelling?tt.

If the movers had changed their marital status since the

time of the move, and if the marital status they reported at

the tirne of the study was widowed, their marital- status at the

time of the move v¡as coded as married.

For the bivariate analyses, the categ'ories for marital
status at the time of the move v¡ere
ItSingIe/Divorced/Separatêdtt, rrMarried/Common Law Unionrr and

[Widowedrr. For the rnultivariate analyses, marital status was

dummy coded into "Single/Divorced/ Separated/Widowedrt and

rrMarried/Common Lav¡rr. A discussion of the creation of dumrny

codes is provided in the section on data analyses.

Tenure Status: Tenure status was identified by responses to
the question, ttDo you own or rent this dwelling?tt. Answers

were coded into two categories, ttOhrnt¡ and rrRentrr.

Education: Education v¡as measured by the question, rrHow many

years of elementary, secondary or post-secondary education

have you completed?rt. For cornparisons with Statistics Canada

data, it was coded into rr0-8 yearsrr, rr9-l-3 yearsrr and rr14+
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yearsrr. These categories v/ere based on the Statistics Canada

definitions in the Educational Attainment and School

Attendance: The Nation (l-993) document. For the bivariate
analyses, education was coded into rr0-8 yearsrr, tt9-L2 yearsrr,

and rr13+ yearsrr, according to Manitoba school system

definitions. For t tests and logistic regressions, education

was treated as a continuous variable.

Perceíved Adequacy of fncome: Perceived adequacy v/as measured

by the question, rrHow weII do you think your income and assets

currently satisfy your needs?rr. Responses were dichotomized

into two categories, rrNot Completely Adequater! and rrCompletely

Adequaterr.

. It should be noted that respondents in the study were

asked to provide information on monthly household income

Ieve1. They were asked the questíon, rrWhat is the average

monthly incorne of this househoÌd including the oId age

security payments?rr. Responses were coded into three

categories, rrl,ess Than $999rt, rt$l-o0o-1-999tt and rr$2ooo+r. A

number of difficulties vrere encountered with this variable.
Over 52 of the sample refused to provide their monthly

incomes and 7Z stated they did not know their incomes (See

Appendix C). Cross-tabulations and logistic regressions

indicated that a probJ-em existed with this variable. In the

logistic regression models, 58 cases never entered into the

analyses. The findings frorn logistic regressions including

and excluding monthly household j-ncome hrere signif icantly
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different. These problems did not emergie when using perceived

adequacy of income (Appendix C). Therefore, atthough

perceived adequacy of income is a subjective measure of
income, it was used here.

Life Cvcle Events: The life cycle events reported by the

movers were identified by the question, ilCan you describe the

most irnportant factors which led you to move to your present

residence?rr. Open-ended responses to this question were

recorded verbatim by the intervie!îrer. These responses hrere

then coded specifically for the purposes of this thesis.
The first step in the coding process involved

categorizíng life cycle events. For the bivariate analyses,

categories for life cycle events were operationalized on the

basis of Litwak and. Longino's (Lg87) Iife cycle model as

rrRetirementrr, rrWidowhoodrr and ttDeclining Healthrr. Coding

reflected respondents, statements that their spouses, or their
own retirement, widowhood, or declining heal-th was associated

with their decisions to relocate. The life cycle events v¡ere

also dummy coded into rrRetirement/I,Iidowhoodfr and trDeclining

Hea1thrr.

The vast najority of respondents mentioned no life cycle

events or only one life cycle event associated with their
moves. OnIy five respondents reported more than one life
cycle event. Given the small number of multiple responses, it
was not possibJ-e to incl-ude more than one life cycle event for
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each respondent in a manner that would be useful in the

analyses.

Content analysis was ernployed for all cases with rnultiple
responses (Appendix D). The method of content analysis

involved an examination of the responses in light of
associations between certain life cycle events and other

factors for moving' in previous studies. The priority was to
ensure that the coding of responses reflected as closely as

possible the general context of the respondents.

The following is an exampl-e of how content analysis was

used to code the response of an older rnover who sLated more

than one life cycle event associated with her move. The

answer to the question identifying life cycle events v¡as:

rrHusband retired and sol-d farm because of i11
heal-th and moved to town to be near conveniences,
med centre, food storerl

This respondent stated that both retirement and declining
health life cycle events v/ere associated with her move. As

discussed in the literature review, Speare and Meyer (i-ggg)

suggested that moves associated with retirement were generally

made for amenities to an improved physical environment.

Litwak and Longino (l-987) argued that moves associated with
declining health v/ere more apt to be made to be closer to
services and medical- facilities usually situated in urban

areas. The description of moves assocj-ated with decli_ning

health in the literature is more similar to the general
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context of the respondent. Thus, it was decided to code the
Iife cycle event as declining health, not as retirement.
Reasons For Moving: The reasons for moving were identified by

the same question as the life cycre events, tcan you describe

the most important factors which led you to move to your

present residence?rr. rf respondents mentioned retirement,
widowhood or decrining health, it was coded as a rife cycle
event. Other responses were coded as reasons for moving.

The categories for the reasons for moving $/ere

constructed to correspond to Meyer and Speare's (l_995)

typology. Responses were recorded verbatim and then coded

specificarly for this thesis into four mutualry exclusive
categories, ¡tAmenity Seekingil, rrpreparation For Agingn ,

rrAssistance Seekingtr and rrOther Reasonsrt (Figure 3-l-) . The

responses v/ere coded as amenity seeking if the move was mad.e

to a nonmetropolitan destination previously Iived in or
visited, or if the move vras made to improve the quality of
living of the respondent. Preparation for aging moves vrere

coded as such when respondents mentioned moves made to smaller

or more appropriate dwellings where Iess maintenance !.¡as

required. Assistance seeking moves v¡ere coded if the
respondents reported a move made to be closer to famiry and

friends, ât either their ov¡n or their farniries' insistence.
other reasons for rnoving incruded moves made because of
probÌems with the previous dwelling, changes in ì_iving

arrangements and fínancial problems.
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Fiqure 3-l-
Constructing Categories

CODING
Catecrories
Àmenity Seeking

Preparation For Aging

Assistance Seeking

Other Reasons

for Reasons For Moving

REASONS FOR MOVTNG
Reasons For Movincr
- area previously inhabited or

vacationed / frorn city to
smaller town
improved quality of living /
more privacy, Iess noise
bigger or better home /built own home

- preferred to own rather than
rent / apartnent to house

- moved into or closer to town
or city / to be close to
services, transportation and
facilities

- problems with maintenance
- smaller / single l-evel unit
- safety / security
- move to seniors' cornplex

- closer to fanily / friends

- financial reasons
living arrangfement changes

- other reasons

For the multivariate analyses, the reasons for moving

were coded into three dummy variabl-es. The first variable,
durnmy amenity, hras dichotonized into rrNot Amenity Seeking'r and

ttAmenity Seekingrr. The second variable, durnmy preparation for
aging, $/as coded as rrNot Preparation For Agingtt and

rrPreparation For Agingt'. The f inal durnmy variable, dummy

assistance, hras coded as rrNot Assistance Seekingtr and

rrAssistance Seekingtt
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A small number of respondents mentioned two or more

reasons for moving (n=17). The method of content analysis
ernployed in these cases is demonstrated in Àppendix D and was

similar to that discussed for the measure of life cycle

events. In each case, the rnultiple responses included both

preparation for aging and assistance seeking reasons. The

response was coded as preparation for aging when the overall
reason for moving $¡as to be cl-oser to services and facilities.
Assistance seeking lvas coded as such when the principal reason

for moving was to be closer to family and friends.
Data Analysis

This section describes the statistical procedures used to
address the research questions and hypotheses. The data

analyses first focused on addressing Research euestion #l by

describing the dependent variables. The second part of the

data analyses compared selected sociodemographic

characteristics of movers with non-movers (ager gender,

marital status, tenure status, education, and perceived

adequacy of income). The third part of the data analyses

examined the bivariate relationships between the independent

variables and the destinations of the moves. In order to test
Hypotheses 2.L through 4.1-1, each sociodemographic

characteristic (age, gender, marital status, tenure status,
education and perceived adequacy of incorne), life cycle event,

and reason for moving hras cross-tabulated with specific
destinations of moves.
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To describe the destinatíons of moves, frequency

distributions v¡ere conducted. To determine whether variables
in the cross-tabulations comparing movers with nonmovers,

.intraprovinciar movers, and intraurban movers were associated,

chi-square, the degrees of freed.om, and the significance level
rr/ere examined. The chi-square is a statisticar test used to
measure Lhe size of differences between two samples which

might occur by sampling error (Hickey, t-986). A significance
revel of p<.01 vras used for cornparisons of the movers with
nonmovers because of the large CARNET sample size (n:1_4O6)

(Hopkins, Glass & Hopkins I I9B7). A significance 1eve1 of
p<.05 was used for comparisons of the destinations of moves

because the sample size is small-er (n:486).

The strength of the relationships at the bivariate l_evel

\^¡as measured by Phi or Cramer's V statistics as aIl the

dependent variables were dichotomous. phi was used for two-

by-two tabres and cramer's v was ernployed for larger tables
(Levin & Fox, 1988). Both Phi and Cramerrs V have values that
rang:e from 0 to L, where O indicates no relationship and l_

represents a perfect relationship (Hickey, L9g6).

To further test Hypotheses 2.5 and 2.5L, a t-test v¡as

utilized to compare the mean level of ed.ucation of ol-der aduÌt
movers with first, intraprovincial and second, intraurban
residentiat mobility destinations (Hopkins et aJ-., L}BT). The
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same level of significance, p(.05, was used for the t-tests as

for the cross-tabulãtions. The corresponding critical- t ratio
is 1.96 for all sample sizes larger than 1-20 (Hopkins et aI.,
ae87). T ratios larger than 1-.96 indicate that the

differences between the sample means are greater than the
differences accountable by sampting error.

After the cross-tabul-ations were conducted, the

independent variables significantly associated at the p<.05

level with intraprovincía1 and intraurban destinations
respectively v/ere retained for further analyses. For the

correlation matrix test and logistic regressions, categorical
variabl-es (gender, marital status, tenure status, perceived

adequacy of income, and reasons for rnoving) v¡ere dumrny coded.

The number of dummy variables created was one less than the

number of categories contained in each categorical variable
(Hopkins et af., L987). The dummy variables $¡ere scored

ej-ther O or L depending on their absence or presence in the

category.

Bef ore the mul-tivariate anaJ-yses \¡rere conducted, a

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix test for multi-
collinearity v¡as used to determine correlations between the

independent variables. Correlation coefficients of *l- or -1

mean the variables are perfectly associated. A coefficient of
0 indicates no association. Generally, associations with a

val-ue of .6 or more are considered strong. Variables with
values between about .3 and .6 are considered to be correlated
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moderately, and values less than

associations (Hickey, 1986) .

.3 indicate slight

Logistic regressions were used to examine the relative
influence of the independent variables on the destinations of
moves. This is the most appropriate rnultivariate method for
analyses with the dichotomous dependent variable, destinations
of moves (Norusis, l-990). The logistic regression model

estimated the probability that a move was made to a specific
destination (Norusis, l-990). Each variable included in the

final- model- íncreased the odds of predicting moves made into
or within metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan destinations or

inner city versus suburban destinations. None of the

variables v/ere forced into the model as the purpose of the

regression analysis v¡as exploratory. Instead, the forward

stepwise procedure v/as utilized in order to examj-ne each

variable that increased the odds of predicting the destination
outcome.

CONCLUSION

This chapter included a description of the CARNET Needs

Assessment Survey from which the subsample of ol-der Manitoba

movers was drawn. It outlined the research population, sample

selection, data collection, sampÌe characteristics and

interview schedule. Additionally, this chapter discussed the

measurement of the variables and the secondary data analyses

to be conducted.
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The following chapter addresses Research euestion #1 as

stated in chapter Two, by describing the destinations of moves

of the subsampre of locar movers. rt compares selected

sociodemographic characteristics of movers to nonmovers. As

welr, life cycle events and reasons for moving of order adurt
movers are discussed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DESTINATIONS OF MOVES AND

CHARACTERTSTTCS OF MOVERS

In this chapter, Research Question #1 on the destinations
of moves made by older Manitoban movers is addressed.

specificarry, intraprovincial and intraurban residential
destinations are explored, as well- as the orígin-destination
flows of the moves. Additionarly, the sociodemographic

characteristics of movers are illustrated and comparisons are

made with nonmovers. The finar section identifies the life
cycre events and reasons for moving reported by rocar movers.

RESEARCH OUESTION #1: I|EAT ÎYPES OF UOVES, BASED ON TEE
DESTINATTONS OF MOVES, ARE UADE By OLDER MÀNTTOBÀNS?

lrlithin the subsample of 486 movers , S2Z of the
respondents l-ived in a rnetroporitan area and  9eo lived in
nonmetropoÌitan areas. Cross-tabulations hrere conducted to
determine the origin-destination flows of the moves (Table 4-

1). while the exact origins hrere not measured in the CARNET

survey, the flows of the moves, that is whether the moves v¡ere

made within the same neighbourhood or town or from a different
city, were utilized to allow an observation of where the moves

v/ere made from.
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Tab1e 4-l-
Intraprovincial Destinations BY Location of the Move

INTRÀPROVÏNCTAL DESTTNATTONS
Metropolitan Nornnetropolitan

Z9o
PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE

Same Neighbourhood
Same Town
Different City

40 .6
46.6
L2.7

27 .4
27 .4
45.3

Total 99.9 1OO. i_
(n:474 ) :t (25L) (223)
X':62.29t d.f .:2, p:.00; Cramerts V=.36

* The n does not always equal 486 due to missing values.

Arnong seniors who had a metropolitan destination, the
vast majority (872) had moved within the same neighbourhood or
town (Table 4-1). Relatively few (L3Z) had moved from a

different city/tov/n. In contrast, almost half (4SZ) of those

who had nonmetropolitan destinations formerly l_ived in a

different city/town. seniors who have moved from a farm to a

nearby town v/ere included with nonmetropolitan movers who

moved from a different city or town. Almost SSZ of the

nonmetropolitan movers moved within the same neighbourhood or

town.

TabLe 4-2 provides more detaiÌed information about the

origin-destination fl-ows of the moves for the intraprovi-ncia1
sampre, according to each metroporitan and nonmetroporitan

destination. Respondents with Winnipeg (the only city
considered metropolitan in the sanple) destinations v/ere
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'taÞIe 4-2
Detailed Destination of Residence By Location of the Move

PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE
Same Same Different
Neighbourhood Town City

zzea
DESTINATIONS
Metropolit.an
I,finnipeg 40.6 46.6 L2.7

Nonmetropolitan
Beausejour 2O.8 L6.7 62.5
Carman 26.7 26.7 46.7
Dauphin 36. O 36. O 2B.O
Killarney L2.9 38.7 4B.g
Melita 36.4 22.7 4o.g
Morris 23.3 30.0 46.7
Portage 37 .1- 28 .6 34 .3
Roblin 26.9 tS.A 57 .7

(n:47 4'1t
X2:78.57, d.f .:16, p=.OO; Cramerts Y=.29

* The n does not always equal 486 due to missinq values.

more rikery to have moved within the same neighbourhood or
town (872) than from a different city (i-3u ). Respondents who

resided in Portage and Dauphin (which are not as popurated as

l{innipeg, but are more populated than the other
nonmetropolitan locations) !,/ere no more likely to have moved

from a different city than within the same neighbourhood or
town. The remaining respondents who rived in the smallest
populated nonmetroporitan towns, incruding Beausejour, carman,

Robrin, Kirrarnêy, Metita and Morris were more likety to have

moved from a different city (Tabre 4-2). These findings
suggest that order adults moving within or into more popurated

areas were more rikely to have rnoved within relatively

Total N
z

99.9 25L

1-00. o 24
L00.1 30
l-00. 0 25
100 . o 3l-
100.0 22
100.0 30
100. o 35
100.0 26
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restricted geoporitical boundaries (same neighbourhood/town) .

Those with less populated destinations were more likely to
have rnoved from a different city/town.

Turning to intraurban destinations, 3OZ of the older

respondents who lived ín Winnipeg lived in the inner city and

7OZ lived in suburban areas (Table 4-3). According to Brov/n

and Burke,s (L979) definitions, only LZ postal codes in
!ûinnipeg are considered inner city conpared to 29 which are

considered suburban. The rarge percentage of ol-der adurts who

had suburban destinations may in part reflect the geographical

distribution of postal codes defined as inner city in
I,Iinnipeg. The origin-destination f lows of the moves to
intraurban destinations are examined in Table 4-3. Both those

with inner city (88å) and suburban (872) destinations are more

likely to have moved within the same neighbourhood or town

than from a different city/town (LzZ and L3Z respectively)
(Table 4-3).

Thus, in ansvrer to Research Question #1, for the

intraprovincial moves, this subsample of older Manitobans !,¡ere

equally likeIy to have metropolitan as nonmetropolitan

destinations. However, the relative flows of their moves hrere

different depending on their rnobility destinations. Seniors

who lived in the metropolitan area of Winnipeg v/ere more

Iike1y to have moved within the same neighbourhood or town

than from a different city/Èown. Conversely, seniors who
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Table 4-3
Intraurban DestÍnations BY Location of the Move

INTRAI'RBAN DESTTNATIONS

PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE
Same Neighbourhood
Same Town
Different city

Total
(n:250) 't*=L.97 , d,.f .:2 t

* The n does

(7 6)
p:.37 ì Cramerts V:. 09

not always equal 486 due

Inner City
z

47 .4
40.8
t_1_. I

1_OO. O

Suburban
z

37.9
48.9
L3.2

100. o
(t7 A',)

to missing values.

resided in the nonmetropoJ-itan areas, specifically the 1east

populated nonmetropolitan areas, were more likely to have

moved from a different city than within the sarne neighbourhood

or town. For the intraurban sample, there !üere no significant
differences between the flows of the moves and the inner city
versus suburban destinations of older movers.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOVERS AND A COMPARTSON TO NONMOVERS

Several sociodemographic characteristics were selected

from the data in order to describe the movers. Movers v/ere

then compared to nonmovers. At the tine of the study, movers

ranged in age from 66 to 99 years, with a mean age of 76 years

and a standard deviation of 7.O (Tab1e 4-4) . At the time of
the move, the age of movers ranged from 56 to 97 years, with
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Table 4-4
sociodemographic characteristics of Movers and Nonmovers

SAMPLE
Movers

z
Nonmovers

z

52.6
47 .4

l_oo. 0
(e18)

N. A.

44. O

56. O

l-00. o
(e18)

CHARÀCTERTSTTCS
Age (Studv Time)

65-7 4
75+

Total
(n:1404)
X2:3.56 t d.f.=1, p:.O6i

Aqe (Move Timel
55-64
65-7 4
75+

Total
(n:486)

Gender
Male
Female

Total
( n:14 04 )
X2:4 .29 t d.. f . :1 r p:. 04 ;

47.3
52.7

. 1_00. 0
(486)

Phi:. O5

L8. 3
52.L
29 .6

1_00. 0
(486 )

38.3
61,.7

l-00. o
(486)

Phí:. 06

Marital Status (Study Tine)
S ingle / D ivorced/ Separated
Married/Common Law
frTidowed

TotaI
(n:1-402 )
X2=35.4A,

Marital Status (Move Time)
S ingle/ D ivorced/ Separated
Married/Common Law
Widowed

lota1
(n:485)

d.f.=2r p:.00; Cramer,S V=.1-6

t-3.0
44.7
42.3

l-00. 0
(48s) *

8.1
6L.2
30.8

L00. l-
(etz ¡ *

13.0
51. I
35.3

100. l_

(4es) *
N. A.

continued...
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Table 4-4 continued
Sociodernographic Characteristj_cs of Movers

CHARÀCTERISTTCS
Tenure Status

Own
Rent

TotaI
(n:14 04 )
X2:298.21, d.f .:1-, p=. O0;

Education
O-8 years
9-L2
l_3+

Total

SAMPLE
Movers

z

42.2
57 .8

100. 0
(486)

Phi:. 4 6

39.1
47 .5
L3 .4

100. 0

and Nonmovers

Nonmovers
z

86.2
13 .8

l-00. 0
(e1_8)

43. O

4s .9
1-t-. t_

1_00. o
(ero¡ *(¡:raoz¡ (486)

X":2.7Ot d.f .=2t p:.26ì Cramerts V:.04

Perceived Adequacy of Income
Not Completely Adequate 54.6 56.2
Cornpletely Adequate 45 .4 43 . BTotal- l_OO. O l_OO. O(n:1388) ( 482) x (9oo¡ *

X'=.33t d.f.:1r p:.56; Crarner,s V:.01-

Note: Two respondents did not report the last time they had
moved; thus the sample size of the cross-tabul-ations of
movers versus nonmovers is only L404, instead of L4o6.

* The n does not always equar 496 for movers and 9i-g for
nonmovers due to missing values.

an averag'e age of 7l years and a standard deviation of g.o.

Two-thirds (622) of movers v/ere femal-e and 38å were mal_e.

At the tirne of the study, movers had sirnil-ar rates of
widowhood and marríage (422 and  sz respective]-y). At the
time of the move I s2z of the movers v/ere married and 35å were

widowed. only 422 of the movers owned their dwellings
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compared to 58å who rented. The movers had an average of l-0

years of education with a standard deviation of 3.0.

Additionally, almost one-half (45e") of the movers perceived

their incomes to be completely adequate.

The subsample of movers was different in two hrays from

the nonmovers. At the p<.01- significance IeveI, there r¡/ere

statistically significant differences between the two groups

with reqard to marital status and tenure status (Tab1e 4-4).

Movers at the time of the study were more likely to be

widowed, single, divorced or separated (55å) than nonmovers

(39å). Nonmovers were more J-ikely to be married (6LZ) than

movers at the time of the study (452). Additionally, movers

v/ere far more like1y to rent (58å) than nonmovers (L4e") and

less likeIy to own their residences (422) than nonmovers

(86å). There $/ere no statistically significant differences

between local movers and nonmovers in terrns of âgê, gender,

education, and perceived adequacy of income.

Life Cycle Events and Reasons For Moving Reported Bv Movers

A l-ife cycle event v/as reported by only one third of the

movers (n:156). Àmong those older adults who reported a life
cycle event, most cited declining health (672) as associated

with their moves (Tab1e 4-5). SmaIIer percentages reported

retirement (2Oe") or widowhood (L4Z) as the life cycle event

associated with their moves.
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Tabl-e 4-5
Life Cycle

Variables
Life Cvcle Events
Retirement
I{idowhood
Health

Total
(n=156)

Reasons For Moving
Anenity Seeking
Preparation For Aging
Assistance Seeking
Other

Total
(n:482 )

* The n does not always

Events and Reasons For Moving of the Movers

LIFE CYCLE EVENTS ÀND REASONS FOR MOVING
Percentage lål

l_9.9
l_3.5
66.7

100. 1
(1so¡ *

20.7
56.2
L2.9
70.2

l_oo. o
(4ez¡ x

equal 486 due to missing values.

Most movers reported a reason for moving (n=492). The

most frequentry rnentioned reason for movÍng v¡as preparation
for aging (562) (Table 4-S). Amenity seeking (zLZ) and

assístance seeking (r-3å) reasons forrowed respectively, with
other (1-0å) reasons being the least frequentry nentioned.

An inspection of the various reasons reported for moving

reveared a broad mix of factors involved in residentiar
nobility choices (Tabte 4-6). of the 1-oo respondents coded as

amenity seeking movers | 4gz reported they $¡ere either moving

from a larger area to a smarler town or hrere moving to a place

in which they had previousry worked or lived. other
respondents reported buirding new homes or moving to bigger,
better or newer homes (3r-å). A small number of arnenity
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Tab1e 4-6
Distribution Table of Specific Reasons For Moving

DISTRIBUTTONS

REASONS FOR MOVING
Amenitv Seekincr
Built New Home
Move to a Smaller Town
Prefer to Own, not Rent
Quality of Living

TotaI

Preparation For Acring
Problems MaÍntaining a House
Move to a Largier Town
SmaIIer, Sing1e Leve1 Unit
Safety, More People Around
Seniors' Residence

Total

Assistance Seeking
Closer to Family and/or Friends

Total

Other
Financial
Change in Living Arrangements
Other

TotaI

Number

31
49
1_3

7
1_00

l_10
83
38
33

7
277

Percentaqe (?ì

31. 0
49.O
13. O

7.O
1_00. o

40.6
30.6
L4. o
L2.2
2.6

100. o

t-00. 0
l_oo. 0

63.3
28 .6
4.2

100. r_

62
62

31
t4

4
49

seeking movers preferred to own than rent their accommodations

or wanted a house not an apartment (i-3å), and some made moves

for more privacy, Iess noise ¡ ot generally to improve their
quality of tiving (72).

Most of the 271- respondents who gave responses coded as

preparation for aging stated that they v/ere having probrerns

with rnaintaining their former homes (AAe"). The next largest
group reported a preference for living closer to a larger
to!,/n, services, transportation or rnedical facirities (3r-å).
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other senj-ors whose responses vJere coded as preparation for
aging wanted smarrer or singre Level units (LAz), desired
safety or security, with more peopre around (1,2e"), or moved to
a seniors, residence (3å).

All respondents movÍng for assistance seeking reasons

desired to be closer to famiry and/or friends (n:62).
AdditionaÌIy, the 49 respondents whose responses v¡ere coded as

other reasons stated that they had probrems with finances
(632) | changes in Ìiving arrangements (2gz) t ot moved because

of other miscellaneous reasons (g?).

The cross-tabulation of rife cycre events and reasons for
moving provided further information (Tabre 4-7). of the
seniors who reported retirement, one-hal-f (szz) mentioned

amenity seeking reasons for moving, 36å mentioned preparation
for aging, 72 mentioned assistance seeking and 7z reported
other reasons for moving. while none of the seniors who

reported widowhood reported amenity seeking reasons for
moving, 7Lz cited preparation for aging, z4z cited assist,ance

seeking and 52 cited other reasons for noving. Most of the
seniors who reported decrining hearth mentioned preparation
for aging reasons (B4z) , 92 reported assistance seeking, seo

reported other reasons, and 32 reported amenity seeking
reasons for moving.
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Tabl-e 4-7
Reasons For Moving BY Life Cycle Events

LTFE CYCLE EVENTS

Retirement l{idowhoodzz
REASONS FOR MOVING
Arnenity Seeking
Preparation For Aging
Assistance Seekíng
Other

Total-
(n=481):t

The n does not always equal 486

51. 6
35.5
6.5
6.5

100. 1
( 31)

7L.4
23 .8
4.8

l_00. o
(2t)

due to

Declining No
Health LCEzz

2.9 24.8
83.5 48.8
8.7 LA.L
4.9 ]-2.3

l-00. 0 L00. 0
( 1-03 ) (326',)

rnissing values.

CONCLUSTON

This chapter focused on Research euestion #t by

describing the destinations of moves of ol-der Manitobans.

Selected sociodemographic characteristics associated with
local- movers were described and compared to those of nonmovers

in the CARNET sample. Additionall-y, life cycJ-e events and

reasons for moving reported by the rnovers v/ere identified.
The next chapter addresses the bivariate relationships

between the independent variables and the destinations of
moves. Associations between the independent variables are

tested by correlational analysis. AdditJ-onalIy, the relative
influence of the independent variables that vrere associated at
the bivariate level with the dependent variables, and the

destinations of the moves are examined.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FINDINGS

The findings from tests of the research questions and

hypotheses outlined in chapter Two are presented here, first
by examining the bivariate rel-ationships between the
independent variables and the destinations of moves, and

second, by investigating the rel-ative influence of select
independent variables on the destinations of moves. The

format of this chapter follows that of the hypotheses. The

first section considers the influence of each sociodemographic

characteristic on both the intraprovincial and intraurban
destinations of moves. The second and third sections exprore

the direct effects of life cycle events and reasons for moving

on intraprovincial and intraurban mobility destinations.
The fourth section highlights the mult,ivariate findings,

first for the intraprovincial moves and second, for the

intraurban moves. As well, associations between the

independent variabres are examined. The chapter concludes

with a sunmary of the multivariate findings.

RESEÀRCH ouEsTroN #2: rs THERE À DIRECT INFIJUENCE oF CERTÀIN
SOCIODEUOGRÀPHIC CHARÀCTERISTICS ON TEE DESTTNATIONS OF ITÍOVES?

There are 12 hypotheses related to Research euestion #2.

Each hypothesis is discussed separatery. rn order t,o assess

these hypotheses, each sociodemographic characteristic,
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including age, gender, marital status, tenure status,
education and perceived adequacy of income, was cross-
tabulated first with rnetroporitan versus nonmetroporitan

destinations, and second, with inner city versus suburban

destinations.

ffypothesis 2.1: older seniors wirt be more rikery to have
metroporitan residentiar destinations, while younger seniors
wirt be more likery to have nonmetroporitãn iesidential
destinations.

There was no support for Hypothesis 2.1_ in the
intraprovinciar subsample, using age at the time of the move.r

older seniors (472) vrere no more rikely to make metropolitan
moves than younger seniors (492) (Tabre 5-1) . AdditionaJ_J_y,

younger seniors (51-å) were no more 1ikely to have

nonmetropolitan residential destinations than older seniors
(53å).

I,rypotheqis z.rr: order seniors sirl be more likery to have
inner city residentiar destinations, whíre youngei seniors
wiLl be more likety to have suburban residentitl deêtinations.

Hypothesis 2.LL

age at the tirne of

rejected. The cross-tabulations of
move with inner city and suburban

destinations revealed no statistically signif icant differences
(Table 5-1). order seniors (2Bz) hrere no more likery to have

inner city destinations than younger seniors (30å). Moreover,

t To address the lirnitations of retrospective studies,
age r¡ras carcurated for the time of the move, rather than for
the time of the study, in both the intraprovinciar and
intraurban analyses. chapter Three discusseè the specific
calculations used to conduct this transformation.

was

the
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Table 5-l-
Destinations BY Age at the Time of the Move

AGE (MOVE TIME)
55-64 65-74 75+

zzeo
DESTTNATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan 49 .4 56 . i- 47 .2
Nonmetropolitan 50.6 43 .9 52.B

TotaI 100. o l_00. 0 100. o
(l:¿e6) (8e) (253) i144)
X¿:3.26t d.f .:2t p:.20; Cramer's V=.08

Intraurban
fnner City
Suburban

Total

29.5 31-.9 27.9
70.5 68.1_ 72.L

l_00. 0 1-00. 0 Loo. 0
(ft:zs¡ ) (44) ( 1-41-) (68)
X'=.36t d.f.:2, p:.83; Cramerts V=.04

younger seniors (7Lz) were no more likely to have suburban

destinations compared to older seniors (722).

rlvpothesis 2.2: seniors who are female will be more likely to
have metropolitan residential destinations, while seníors Ìrho
are male wirl be more rikery to have nonmetroporitan
residential destinations.

Tabl-e 5-2 illustrates that Hypothesis 2.2 was not

supported. Female seniors (53å) were no more likely to make

metropolitan residential moves than males (SZZ), and, male

seniors (482) $¡ere no more likery to have nonmetropolitan

destinations than females (472).
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Tabl-e 5-2
Destinations BY

DESTINATTONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

Gender

GENDER
Male Fema1ezz

51_. 6 52 .7
48.4 47 .3

t_00. 0 100. 0
(r_86) (300)

p:.82; Phi:.01-

38.5 25.5
6l_.5 74.5

l-00. 0 100. o
(e6) ( l_s7 )p:. o3; Phi:.1-4

Total-
(n:486 )
X2:. 05 , d.. f .:1,
fntraurban
Inner City
Suburban

Total
(n=253 )
X2:4.80, d.f .=1,

Hypothesis 2.21: seniors nho are female ¡rill be more likety
to have inner cÍty residentiar destinations, whire seniors whoare mare will be more likery to have suburban residential
destinations.

Tabre 5-2 revears that femares (262) were less rikely to
make inner city moves than mal-es (39e"), and were more rikely
(752) to make suburban moves than males (622). At the p<.05

lever of significance, the null hypothesis that there v/as no

difference between the residenti-ar destinations of order
adul-ts with different genders must be rejected. However,

Hypothesis 2.21- must also be rejected as the opposite pattern
v/as f ound.
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HyE¡gthesis 2.3: single, divorced, separated or widowedseniors ¡riII be nore likely to have netropolitan regidentialdestinations, while marrieã seniors wilr be more likely to
have no¡metropolitan destinations.

Hypothesis 2.3 $/as strongly supported (Tabte 5-3). The

marital- status of the respondents was calculated for the time
of the move, rather than the tirne of the study.2 The cross-
taburations indicated that singre/divorced/separated (68å) and

widowed (56å) seniors were more likeJ-y to have metropolitan
destinations than married seniors (462). Married (54å) rnovers

v/ere more ì-ike1y to have nonmetropolitan destinations than

single/divorced/separated (32e") and widowed (44e") movers.

Hy[¡gthesis 2 .31: single, divorced, separated or ¡ridowedseniors will be more tikely to have innér city residentialdestinations, wbile married seniors nirl be mõre likery to
have suburban residential destinations. 

,
cross-taburations of maritar status at the time of the

move for intraurban movers reveared some support for
Hypothesis 2.3Lr âs well- as some confricting findings (Table

5-3 ) . Married (722) and widowed (752) seniors vrere more

likely to have suburban destinations than single, divorced or
separated seniors (542). rn contradiction to Hypothesis 2.3L,
widowed (752) senj-ors were more J-ikery to be found in suburban

areas than single, divorced and separated seniors (542).

2 The l-initations of retrospective studies vrere
avoided by calcurating marital statuJ for the Lime of themove, rather than for the time of the study for both theintraprovinciar and intraurban anaryses chapter Three
demonstrated how these calculations hrere performeá.
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Tab1e 5-3
Destinations BY

DESTTNATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

Total
(n:4eS ¡ *
X2:Ll-.38, d..f.:2r
Intraurban
Inner City
Suburban

Total

Marital Status at the Time of the

MARTTAL STATUS (MOVE TTME)
SingIe/
Divorced/ Married/
Separated Common Lawzz

68.3 45.8
3t.7 54 .2

100.0 100. o
(63) (2s1_)

p:. OO; Cramer's V:.l-5

Move

Widowed
z

55. 6
44 .4

100. o
( 171_ )

46.5
53.5

t_oo. 0

27 .8
72.2

1-00.0
( 1r-5 )

V:.16

25.s
74.5

l-o0. 0
(e4)(n:252) * (43)

X2:6.7Lt d..f.:2, p:.03; Cramer's

The n does not always equal 486 for the
intraprovincial movers and 253 for the intraurban
movers due to missing values.

Hypothesis 2.4: Seniors wbo rent their dwellings trill be more
likely to have netropolitan residential destinations, while
seniors who onn their dwellings will be more tikety to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations.

Hypothesis 2.4 v/as supported. Table 5-4 reveals the

differences between the intraprovincial destinations of those

who rent compared to those who own their dwellings. OLder

Manitoban movers who rent (632) v¡ere significantly more likeIy
to have metropolitan destinations than ov/ners (372). Seniors

who own their dwellings (63å) r^¡ere significantly more likely
to have nonmetropolitan destinations than seniors who rent
(372) .
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Table 5-4
Destinations BY Tenure Status

DESTINATIONS
Intraprovincial-
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

Total
(n:486)
X2=32.79t d.f.:1,

Intraurban
Inner city
Suburban

Total
(n:253 )
X2:4.]-7, d.f .=1,

TENIIRE STATUS
Own Rentzz

37 .L 63.3
62.9 36.7

1_00. 0 r-00. 0
(20s) (2e1,)

p:.00; Phi:.26

2L.3
78.7

t_00. o
(75)

34.3
65.7

100. o
( r_78 )p:. 04; Phi:.13

Ilvpothesis 2.41: Seniors trho rent their dwellings will be
more likery to have inner city residentiar destinations, wbire
seniors who own their dwetlings will be more likely to have
suburban residential destinations.

Tabl-e 5-4 shows that Hypothesis 2.41_ was supported at the

p<.05 significance level. Renters (342) v¡ere more likely to
have inner city destinations than owners (2l-Z), whiJ-e

househord o$¡ners (7921 v/ere more likely to have suburban

destinations than renters (662).

Hvpothesis 2.5: seniors with rower revels of education will
be more likely to have netropolitan residential destinations,
wbile seniors with higher levels of eôucat,ion trill be more
likely to have nonmetropolitan residential destinations.

The cross-tabulations of education and intraprovincial
destinations did not reveal statisticar support for Hypothesis

2.5 (Table 5-5a). However, there v¡as an observable trend that
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seniors r¡rith higher levers of education s/ere more likely to
have metropolitan destinations than seniors with l-ower levels
of education.

To further investigate this trend, a t-test was conducted

(Table 5-5b). The t-test arlowed for observation of
differences between the two destination groups in terms of
education that $/ere only hinted at in the cross-tabulations
(Hickey, 1986¡ Hopkins et ar., LggT). The average number of
years of education of seniors with metropolitan destinations
(9-82) was significantly higher than those with
nonmetroporitan destinations (9.i-1). Thus, Hypothesis 2.5 was

rejected as the opposite pattern was found.

nvpothesis 2.51: seniors witb rower levers of education wÍllbe nore rikeJ.y to have ínner city residential destinations,
sbile seniors with higher levers of education nirr be morelikely to have suburban residential destinations.

There $/as no statj-stical support in the cross-tabulations
for Hypothesis 2.5r. Regardless, there r¡ras a tendency for
seniors with higher level-s of education to have suburban

destinations compared to seniors with rower revels of
education (Tab1e 5-5a) .

À t-test was conducted on the variabres to examine this
trend more closely (Table 5-5b). The t-test examined the mean

number of years of education of seniors in inner city versus
suburban destinations (Hickey, L9B6; Hopkins et ar., L}BT).

rt illustrated that the mean rever of education of
metroporitan seniors was significantly higher in suburban
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Table 5-5
Destinations

Table 5-5a

BY Education

EDUCATION
o-8 9-L2zz

DESTTNATIONS
rntraprovincial
Metropolitan 50. O 5t_. 1
Nonmetropolitan 50. O 48.9

Total 100.0 i-00.0(p:asa¡ (t_eo) (23r-)
X¿:3 .57 t d. f .:2 t p:. 17 ; Cramer' s V:. O9

Intraurban
Inner City 36.8 2B.z
Suburban 63 .Z 71, . g

Total 100.0 i_OO. O

(It:zs:) (es) (l-l-7)
X'=3.5It d.f .:2, p:.1-7; Cramerts Y:.L2

Table 5-5b EDUCATION
Number of
Cases Mean

DESTTNATIONS
fntraprovincial
Metropolitan 254
Nonmetropolitan 232

t value:2.36, d.f.=484, p:.02

1_3+
z

Intraurban
fnner City
Suburban

77
L76

9 .82
9. 1-1

9. t_0
LO .1,2

63.1
36.9

1_00. 0
(6s)

22.O
78. O

1_00. o
( 41)

Standard
Deviation

3 .42
3.13

3 .64
3.23

t value:z.L8, d. f .:251-, p:. O3

areas ( l-0. 1_2 ) than in
Thus, Hypothesis 2.5J.

inner city areas

v/as supported by

(e. 1-o) (Table s-sb) .

the t-test.
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H]E¡othesis 2.6: Seniors who perceive their incomes to be not
completery adeguate sirl be more rikely to bave metroporitan
residential destinations, while seniois wbo perceivè their
incomes to be completery adequate wilr be more likely to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations.

At the p<.05 significance level, Hypothesis 2.6 must be

rejected (Tabre 5-6). seniors who perceive their incomes to
be not completely adequate (s6z) were no more rikery to have

metropolitan destinations than seniors who perceive their
incomes to be adequate (49zl. whire the significance rever is
al-most reached (p:.05), the Phi value of .09 indicated that
the relationship was not strong (Hickey, i-986). As welJ_,

there v¡as ress than a l-0å dif ference between seniors who

perceive their income as not compretely adequate with
metropolitan destinatíons and those who perceive their incomes

as completely adequate.

Hvpothesis 2.61: seniors who perceive tbeir incones to be notconpletely adeguate wirr be more rikery to have inner cityresidential destinations, wbile seniors who perceive theii
incomes to be conpletery adeguate will be more likery to have
suburban residentiat destinations.

Hypothesis 2.6i- v/as supported. seniors who perceíve

their incomes to be not completely adequate (372) r¡rere more

likery to have inner city destinations than seniors who

perceive their incornes to be completely adequate (zoe") (Tabre

5-6). conversery, seniors who perceive their incomes to be

completely adequate (Boå) lvere more likely to have suburban
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Tab1e 5-6
Destinations BY Perceived Adequacy of fncome

PERCEI D ADEQUACY OF INCOME
Not Completely Conpletely
Adequate Adequatezz

DESTINATTONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan 56.3 47.5
Nonmetropolitan 43.7 52.5

Total l-00.0 i-OO. O

(n:482)* (263',) (2L9)
X2:3 .7 O , d.. f .:1, p:. 05 ; Phi=. 09

fntraurban
Inner City 37 .4 2O.2
Suburban 62.6 79.8

Tota1 1-00. O l-OO. O

(n:251) * (1,47) (1-04)
X2:8 . 56 r d. f .:1r p:. oo ; Phi:. 1-8

* The n does not always equal 486 for the
intraprovincial movers and 253 for the intraurban
movers due to missing values.

destinations than seniors who perceive their incomes to be not

completely adequate (63å) .

To summarize thus far, investigation of the

sociodemographic characteristics of older intraprovincial
movers revealed significant differences in terms of marital-

status, tenure status and education. Sing1e, widowed,

divorced or separated movers, renters, and seniors with higher

mean leve1s of education were more Iikely to have metropolitan

residential rnobility destinations than other seniors in the

sample. Conversely, married seniors, household ovlners, and

seniors with lower mean levels of education r^/ere significantly
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more likeJ-y to have nonmetropolitan destinations. No

differences r^rere found according to age at the time of the

move, gender, and perceived adequacy of income.

Cross-tabulations of the sociodemographic characteristics
and the intraurban destinations revealed statistically
significant differences with regard to g'ender, marital status,
tenure status, education, and perceived adequacy of income.

older males, sinqle, divorced or separated seniors, renters,
those with l-ower mean levels of education, and seniors who

perceive their incomes to be not completely adequate hrere more

likely to have inner city residential nobility destinations.
In comparison, older females, married or widowed seniors,

household owners, seniors with higher mean leve1s of
education, and those who perceive their incomes to be

completely adequate were sígnificantly more likely to be found

in suburban areas. No differences v/ere found between age at
the time of the move and the different intraurban rnobility
destinations.

RESEARCH OUESTTON #3: TS THERE A DTRECT INFLUENCE OF CERTAIN
IJTFE CYCLE EVENTS ON THE DESTTNATIONS OF }ÍOVES?

This section presents the results of the tests of
Hypotheses 3 .l- and 3 . l-l-. The purpose was to determine if
there vras any inf l-uence of Iíf e cycle events such as

retirement, widowhood or declining health on intraprovincial
and intraurban residential destinations.
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HyE¡othesis 3.t: seniors who move due to decrining hearth or
widowhood will be more likely to have netropolitan iesidential
destinations, while seniors ¡rbo nove due to retirement wirr be
more likely to have nonrnetropolitan residential destinations.

A large number of respondents (n:326) did not mention a

life cycle event as being associated with their moves. rn
other words, onry 1-56 respondents reported either retirement,
widowhood or declining heal-th associated with their moves.

This 'nras unexpected considering research cited in the
literature review which suggested that seniors, moves \Ârere

often associated with life cycle events (Litwak & Longino,

l-.987 r' Speare & Meyer, l-988).

To explore this further, cross-tabulations were conducted

for those who reported a life cycle event associated with
their moves versus those who did not (Tabre s-7a). seniors
who reported a life cycre event associated with their moves

(6oe") were more likery to have metropolitan residential
rnobirity destinations than seniors who did not report a rife
cycre event (422). seniors who did not report a rife cycle
event associated with their moves (58å) were more likery to
have nonmetroporitan destinations than those who reported a
life cycle event (4OZ).

Given the reratively small- number of respondents who

mentioned lif e cycre events, Hypothesis 3 . l- coul-d not be

tested. For exampre, onry 2l- respondents reported widowhood

associated with their moves (Tabre s-7b). Nonetheress, it was

noticed that seniors who "lt"a retirement (742) v¡ere more

likel-y to have
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Tabl-e 5-7
Destinations

Tabl-e 5-7a

BY Life Cycle Events

LIFE CYCLE EVENT REPORTED
Not Reported Reportedåz

DESTINATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

Total
(n=482 ) :t
X2:l-3.09r d..f.:1,
Intraurban
Inner City
Suburban

Total
(n:251) 't
X2:. 43, d.. f . :1- ,

Table 5-7b

DESTTNATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

TotaI
(n:156):t

Intraurban
Inner City
Suburban

Total
(n:63 ) :t

42.O
58.0

100. 0
(326)

P:.oo; Phi=.16

3L.4
68.6

t-oo. 0
(188)

p:.51-; Phi:.01

LIFE CYCLE EVENTS

Retirement
z

25.8
74.2

100.0
( 31)

75.O
25.O

100. 0
(8)

59 .6
40 .4

100. 0
(156)

27.O
73.O

t_oo. o
(63)

I.Iidowhood
z

52.4
47 .6

100. o
(21)

8t_.8
L8.2

1-00. 0
( 11)

Declining
Health

z

42 .3
57 .7

100. o
( r.o4 )

70.5
29 .5

100. o
(44)

continued...
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Table 5-7 continued
Destinations BY Life Cycle Events

Table 5-7c DECLINING HEALTH REPORTED
Ret irernent/ [lTidowhood

z
DESTINATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan
Non¡netropolitan

TotaI
(n=156):t

Intraurban
fnner City
Suburban

TotaI
(n:61¡ *

Declining Health
z

36.5
63 .5

1_00. o
(52)

21,. L
78.9

l_00. 0
(1e)

42 .3
57.7

100. 0
( 1_04 )

29.5
70.5

1_00. o
(44)

486 for the
the intraurban

* the n does not always equal
intraprovincial- movers and 253 for
movers due to missing val-ues.

nonmetropolitan destinations than seniors who cj-ted widowhood

(482) or declining health (58å). Conversely, seniors who

reported widowhood (522) or decl-ining heaÌth (4ZZ) vrere more

1ikeIy to have metropolitan destinations than those who

reported retirement (262). Caution must be taken with regard

to these findings due to the extremely small- sample size.

Almost 672 of those who reported a life cycle event cited
declining health. Combined, those who reported retirement
(2OZ) and widowhood (L4Z) accounted for onty one third of the

sample. Thus, to obtain more cases in the ceIIs, a cross-

tabulation was conducted by pooling respondents who reported

retirernent or widowhood (Table S-7c). Stil-l-, Do significant
differences were found between those who cited declining
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health and different intraprovincial destinations and those

who cited retirement or widowhood.

HyE¡othesis 3.11: Beniors nho move due to declining health or
nídowhood nill be more likely to have inner city residential
destinations, while seniors who move due to retirèment will be
more likety to have suburban residential destinations.

Only 63 respondents in the íntraurban sample reported a

life cycle event associated with their moves. Anaryses of
those reporting life cycre events revealed there were no

differences between seniors who reported a life cycle event

according to intraurban destinations. seniors who reported a
life cycle event associated with their moves (272) were no

more likery to have inner city destinations than those who did
not report a life cycle event (3f-å) (Table 5-7a).

Hypthesis 3.11 could not be tested because of the small
sample size. Table 5-7b irrustrates that onry eight seniors
reported retj-rement and 11 mentioned widowhood while 44

reported declining health.

Most of the respondents who reported a life cycle event

cited declining health (n=44), while only l_9 reported
retirement or widowhood. Those who cited retirement or

widowhood vrere pooled to examine whether there $¡ere

significant differences in declining heal-th and other life
cycre events (Table 5-7c). seniors who reported declining
health (30U) were no more likely to have j_nner city
destinations than those who reported retirement or wid.owhood

(2\Z) .
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In sunmary, the analyses of the l-if e cycl_e events

reported by both intraprovinciar and intraurban movers were

linited by the smal-l- number who reported a l-ife cycle event.

Differences were found at the intraprovincial- lever between

the residential destinations of those who reported a life
cycle event and those who did not. However, Do differences
v/ere found at the intraprovincial or intraurban level between

different residentiar destinations of seniors who reported

dif f erent l-if e cycJ-e events.

RESEARCH OUESTTON #4: IS THERE À DIRECT TNFLUENCE oF CERTAIN
REASONS FoR UOVING oN THE DESTINATIONS oF lrfOVES?

This section presents the results of tests of Hypotheses

4.l- and 4. l-1-. The cross-tabulations expÌored whether reasons

for moving', including amenity seeking, preparation for aging,

assistance seeking and other, directly influenced the

intraprovincial- and intraurban destinations of seniors/ moves.

Hypothesis 4.1: Seniors who move due t,o preparation for aging
or assistance seeking reasons will be more likely to have
netroporitan residential destinations, whÍre seniors who move
due to anenity seeking reasons will be more likely to have
nonmetropolitan residential destinations.

The findings hrere partially in support of , and partialJ-y

in conflict, with Hypothesis 4.L (Tab1e 5-B). OÌder movers

who reported assistance seeking QrT reasons for their moves

were signif icantJ-y more Iikely to have metropoJ-itan

destinations than seniors who reported amenity seeki_ng (4BZ),
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Table 5-8
Destinations BY Reasons For Moving

REASON FOR MOVING
Prepare

Anenity For
Seekinq Acrinqzz

DESTÏNATIONS
Intraprovincial
Metropolitan 48.0 49.L
Nonmetropolitan 52.0 50.9

Total L00.0 1-00. O

(It:¿sz)'t (100) (27L')
X2:1L.93t d.f.=4r p:.02, Cramer's V:.16

Assistance
Seeking Otherzz

7L.O 56.3
29.O 43.8

100. 0 100. l-
(62) (4e)

Intraurban
Inner City 3l-.9 30.1 l-3.6 55. 6
Suburban 68 . l- 69 .9 86.4

Total L00. 0 l-00. O l-00. 0 1-00. O
(¡:zsr¡ * (a7) (1-33) (44) (27)
X2:L4.OLt d.f.:3r p:.OOr Cramerts Y:.24

The n does not al-ways equal 486 for the intraprovincial
movers and 253 for the intraurban movers due to rnissing
values.

preparation for aging (492\ and other (562) reasons (Table 5-

8). ConverseJ-y, seniors who cited arnenity (522) | preparation

for aging (51-U) or other (442) reasons r,¡ere more tikely to
have nonmetropolitan destinations than those vJho cited
assistance seeking (292) reasons.

The findings partially supported Hypothesis 4.1- in that
assistance seeking older movers vJere more likely to have

metropolitan destinations, and amenity seeking movers r¡/ere

more likely to have nonmetropolitan destinations. However,

the hypothesis that seniors moving for preparation for aging
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reasons vrould have metropoÌitan destinations r^ras

supported, and the opposite was found.

not

Hvpothesis ¿.t1: seniors who move due to preparation foraging or assistance seeking reasons wilt be-moie likety to
have inner city residentiar destinations, whire seniors ¡rho
move due to anenity reasons wilr be more rikery to have
suburban residential destinations.

Hypothesis 4.LL was not supported. However, there were

significant findings il-lustrating an opposite pattern.
seniors who cited amenity (32e"), preparation for aging (30å)

and other (56å) reasons \^/ere more tikely to have inner city
destinations than those with assistance seeking (1-4e") reasons

(Tabre 5-8). Movers who cited assistance seeking (g6e")

reasons were more like1y to have suburban destinations than
those who cited amenity (68å), preparation for aging (7oe") and

other (442) reasons.

To summarize, the most frequent]-y mentj-oned reason for
moving for both intraprovincial and intraurban older movers

was preparation for aging. rn the intraprovinciar sampre,

older Manitobans who reported assistance seeking reasons \¡rere

more rikely to have metroporitan destinations, compared to
seniors reporting amenity reasons or preparation for aging

reasons who hrere more likery to have nonmetropolitan

destinations. within the metropolitan area, seniors who cited
assistance seeking reasons v/ere more likely to have suburban

destinations; while those who cited other reasons were more

likely to have inner city destinations.
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Summarv of the Bivariate Analvses

Figure 5-l- summarizes the bivariate analyses. The cross-
taburations of the intraprovinciar moves revealed that the

characteristics associated with metropolitan destinations
included marital status (widowed, single, divorced or
separated) , tenure status (rent) , ed.ucation (higher mean

level-) and reasons for moving (assistance seeking).

Characteristics associated with nonmetropolitan destinations
include marital status (rnarried), tenure status (own),

education (rower mean level) and reasons for moving (amenity

seeking or preparation for aging).

For intraurban moves, the characteristics associated with
inner city destinations j-ncruded gender (rnale) , maritar status
(sing1e, divorced or separated), tenure status (rent),
education (lower mean level), perceived adequacy of income

(not completely adequate), and reasons for moving (other

reasons incruding finances or changes in riving arrangements).

The characteristics associated with suburban destinations
included gender (femate), marital status (widowed or married),
tenure status (own), education (higher mean 1eve1), perceived

adequacy of income (completely adequate) and reasons for
moving (assistance seeking reasons) .

The following section uses the findings of the bivariate
analyses as a basis for more comprex multivariate analyses.

varíables found in the cross-taburations t.o be statistically
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Figure 5-l-
Summary of the Bivariate Findings

INTRÀPROVINCIAL DESTTNATIONS
Metropolitan Nonmetropolitan

TNDEPENDENT VARTÀBLES
Aqe
Gender
Marital Status

Tenure Status
Education

Adequacy of Income
Life Cyc1e Event
Reasons For Moving - assistance : 3iïå:å ,o,, .n"

INTRÀTIRBAN DESTINATIONS
Inner City Suburban

TNDEPENDENT VARTABLES
Acfe
Gender
Marital- Status

Tenure Status
Education

Adequacv of fncome - not
adequate

Life Cyc1e Events
Reasons For Moving - other - assistance

Note: VarÍables considered significant but not
hypothesized direction are in bold.

Note: Variables considered but not significant

- widowed - married
single, divorced

or separated
- rent
- higher
education

- O\^¡n
Iorrer

education

male
single t -
divorced
or separated
rent
l-ower
education

female
married
widowed

ohrn
higher
education
adequate

in the

have dashes.

significant predictors of either intraprovincíal or intraurban

moves hrere employed in the following logistic regression

analyses. The goal is to address Research Question #S by

assessing the relative influence of the independent variables

on the residential destinations of older movers
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RESEÀRCE OTTESTION #5: TÍEAT TS TEE REIJÀTIVE INFLUENCE OF
SEIJECTED SOCIODEMOGRAPEIC CEARACTERISTICS, IJfFE CYCIJE EVENTS,
AND REÀSON8 FOR T.IOVING ON DESTINÀTIONS OF I,TOVES?

Research Question #5 was tested for both intraprovincial
and intraurban moves. Investigations of the independent

variables that were associated with netropolitan versus

nonmetropolitan destinations at the bivariate IeveI are

discussed first. Then, analyses of the variables that were

associated with inner city versus suburban destinations are

discussed.

Correlation Matrix

Given that logistic regression analyses may be hindered

by the existence of correlated independent variables, it was

important to evaluate the strength of association between the
j-ndependent variables before conducting togistic regrressions

(Tab1e 5-9). Variables that v/ere highly correlated v/ere

selected for input into the analyses separately. Hickey's

(1986) leveJ-s of association were utilized for defining
inclusion of correl-ated variables.

Table 5-9 indicates that none of the independent

variables included in the present study hrere strongly
correlated with each other. Moderate associations \.¡ere found

between married/not married and tenure status (own/rent),

between amenJ-ty seeking and preparation for aging, and between

preparation for aging and assistance seeking. Whi1e the

association between married and tenure status was important to
note, it was not strong enough to justify excluding one of



Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix, Independent Variables
At]!1l Gender Tenure Education Income Married2 Amenitv3

Aqe l-.0
Gender .0739 1.0

P='10
Tenure .275I .1761 1.0Statue p=.00 p=.00
Education -.Ogq2 .0140 .0035 1.0

P=.08 p=.76 p=.94
Perceived .0715 .0005 .1603 -.O4O2 1. OIncome p=. 12 p=. 99 p=. o0 p=. 38
Married .2O2O .2740 .3251 -.O1gS -.0349 1.0

P=. O0 p=. O0 p=.00 p=.68 p=.45
Amenity .239L .1OsO .2s49 . OO29 .0693 .2tg} 1. Oseeklnô p;: o0 p=:ót é=;oÕ p=:õ5 p::í5 p=:óõ
PreparatJ-on -.t977 -.ozQ0 -.2?ç9 -.0235 -.0260 -.0506 -.582oFor-Aqinq p=.oo p::i5- p;:õõ- p::6i- p::6i" p::ái- p::öõ'
Assistance .16JQ .Osgq .003? -.0272 . oB97 .1247 .rg7rSeekinq p=.00 p=.t2 p=.9¿ p;;55- ó=:óé p::öí p::óô
Note: Associations considered moderately significant are in bold.

öJ

I

)

t
coded

Age was calculated

Marital status was

The Amenity Seeking,
reasons for moving.

for the time of the move rather than the time of the study.

dummy coded into two categories, rrMarriedt and rNot Marriedrf .

Preparation for Aging and Assistance Seeking variables were durnmy

Prepaqe Aesist

1.0

.4370
p=.00 1.0
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these variables rather than the other from the analyses

(Hickey, l-986). The associations between amenity seeking and

preparation for aging and between preparation for aging and

assistance seeking vrere high as all three hrere reasons for
moving. The negative association between ameníty seeking and

preparation for aging vas expected as these two reasons for
moving were opposÍte. Seniors making amenity seeking moves

were generally moving to bigger and better dwelli-ngs, whereas

those moving for preparatíon for aging reasons !.¡ere moving

into smaller, more manageable dwellings. The posítive
association between preparation for aging and assistance

seeking was understandable as both reasons for moving entail
a process of accomodating chanqes due to increasing age or

declining health.

Intraprovincial Moves

At the beginning of this chapter, the bivariat,e

relationships were examined between the independent variables
and rnetropolitan versus nonmetropolitan destinations. The

cross-tabulations found that narital status, tenure status,
education and the reasons for moving were associated with

intraprovincial destinations of older Manitobans. These

variables were entered into a forward stepwise logistic
regression procedure so that variables that !,¡ere significant
predictors of the destinations of the moves v/ere highlighted
(Tabi-e 5-10) (Norusis, 1990).
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Table 5-10
Metropolitan Moves BY The Significant Independent Variables
Logistic Regression Table

LOGISTIC REGRESSION
B Í{ald

INDEPENDENT VARTABLES
Tenure Status (Rent) L.2247 34.7803

Education (High) .0752 5.3985

Assistance Seeking .7263 4.5637

Preparation For
Aging -.4479 3 .9007 . 0483

Model X2:52.598, d.f.:4, p:.OOOO

Note: Variables considered but not significant: married and
amenity seeking reasons.

The f inal- model of the logistic reg'ression f or the

intraprovincial moves consisted of tenure status, education,

assistance seeking and preparation for aging as variables that
increased the odds of predicting metropolitan versus

nonmetropolitan destinations (Table 5-10). Renters, those

with higher levels of education, and those who move for
assistance seeking reasons vJere more like1y to have

metropolitan destinations. Household owners, seniors with

lower levels of education, and those rnoving for preparation

for agÍng reasons v/ere more like1y to have nonmetropolitan

destinations. Being married and moving to seek amenities were

considered in the logistic regression but qrere not

significant.

STATISTTCS
p

.0000

. 0202

. 0327
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fntraurban Moves

This section examines the relative inftuence of selected
independent variables for inner city versus suburban

destinations (Tab1e 5-11). The variabl-es found to be

signifícantly associated with inner city versus suburban

destinations at the bivariate revel vrere gender, maritar
status, tenure status, education, perceived adequacy of income

and the reasons for moving.

The logistic regression procedure v¡as utitized to
determine the relative infruence of these variables on

intraurban destinations. The finar logistic regression model

incruded education, assistance seeking, perceived adequacy of
income and gender as sígnificantly associated with intraurban
moves. seniors with lower levers of educatíon, seniors who

move for other than assistance seeking reasons, those who

perceive their incomes as not completery adequate, and males

were more tikery to have inner city destinations. conversery,

seniors with higher levels of education, those who move for
assistance seeking reasons, older movers who perceive their
incomes as cornpJ-etely adequate, and females v/ere more likeJ-y

to have suburban destinations.

These findings illustrated that education v¡as the
strongest predictor of intraurban moves. Assistance seeking,

perceived adequacy of incorne and gender arso contributed, in
that order, to increasing the 1og odds of predicting the
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Table 5-l-1
Inner City Moves BY The Signifícant Independent Variables
Logistic Regressi-on Table

LOGISTIC REGRESSTON STATISTTCS
B !{a1d p

INDEPENDENT VARTABLES
Education (High) -.7347 7.2669 .Oo7o

Assistance Seeking -L.2556 6.7497 .0094

Perceived Adequacy of fncome
. o1_81-

.0337

(Completely) -.7330 5. s906

Gender (Fenale) -.6350 4.5088
Model- X2:25.942, d.f.=4r p:.OOO0

Note: Variables considered but not significant: rnarried,
tenure status, amenity seeking and preparation for aging
reasons.

residential rnobility destinations of ol-der intraurban movers.

Married, tenure status, amenity seeking and preparation for
aging were also considered in the logistic regressions but

vrere not significant.

Summary of the Multivariate Analyses

The multivariate analyses are sunmarized in Figure 5-2.

The logistic regressions il-Iustrated that certain variables

were more strongly associated with seniors' Iocal nobility
destinations than others.

Tenure status $¡as the strongest predictor of

intraprovincial rnobility, while education, assistance seeking

and preparation for aging reasons also increased the odds of

correctly cJ-assifying cases into metropolitan or
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Fiqure 5-2
Summary of the Multivariate Findings

INTRAPROVTNCIAL
Metropolitan

TNDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Marital Status
Tenure Status
Education

Reasons For Movingt

lower
education

- not

DESTINATIONS
Nonmetropolitan

prepare for age

INTRÀIJRBAN DESTINATTONS
fnner Cj_ty Suburban

INDEPENDENT VARTABLES
Gender - male female
Marital Status
Tenure Status
Education

Adeguacy of Income

- rent
- higher

education
- assistance

- Ol,tn
lower
education

- higher
education

- adequate
adequate

Reasons For Moving

Note: variables considered but not significant have dashes.

nonmetroporitan destinations (Figure s-z). For the intraurban
moves, education, assistance seeking, perceived adequacy of
income and gender, in that order, contributed to the rogistic
moder predicting inner city versus suburban moves (Figure 5-

2).

CONCLUSTON

This chapter presented the results of tests of Hypotheses

2.L through 4.L1-. Cross-tabulations of certain
sociodemographic characteristics, life cycle events and

reasons for moving with different intraprovincial and
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intraurban residential mobitity destinations of ol_der

Manitobans were conducted. rndependent variabl-es that were

found to be significantly associated v¡ith intraprovincial an¿

intraurban destinations at the bivariate level- were. sel-ected

for logistic regression analyses. The resurts of tests of
Research Question #5 were then presented.

The next chapter discusses the bivariate and multivariate
findings with reference to relevant literature. rt concludes

by consídering the lirnitations and inplications of the study.
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CHAPTER SIX

DÏSCUSSION AND CONCLUSTONS

DrscussroN

This study investigated seniors' Iocal residential
nobitity with two objectives in rnind: 1) to develop a
comprehensive typology of seniors, resídential rnobility; and

2) to explore the relationship between residential mobility
and certain sociodemographic characteristics, Iife cycle

events and reasons for moving.

The typology was based on the destination of moves made

by older Manitobans. The types of moves rÂrere divided into two

destination groups. Intraprovincial- mobility s/as examined for
the sample of Manitobans with metropolitan (Winnipeg) versus

nonmetropolitan residentíal destinations. Further, intraurban

mobility was examined among older adults living in l,Iinnipeg

with either inner city or suburban destinations.

Irliseman and Rosemants (L979) and Meyer and Spearets

(1985) general typologies of seniors' mobility, combined with
Litwak and Longino's (l-987) l-ife cycle model were used as a
basis for the present research. Within the literature on

seniors' mobility, a wide variety of factors have been linked
to the types of moves made by older people. The present study

selected a number of the most commonly mentioned
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sociodemographic characteristics, life cycle events and

reasons for moving in order to exarnine the influence of these

factors on a sampre of canadian seniors, local residential_

mobil-ity destinations.

This chapter conrmences by describing a typology of
seniors' mobility developed from the present research. The

typology is dj-scussed in relation to pertinent riterature.
The chapter concrudes with the limitations of the present

research and the irnprications the study holds for policy and

future research.

TYPOLOGY OF MANITOBAN SENIORS' LOCAL RESIDENTTAL MOBILTTY

Research on seniors' residential nobility has tended to
concentrate on long distance migration (Warnes, 19g3b;

Watkins, 1987; Yeatts et al., L987). l^Ihile comparisons have

been made between the types of moves order adurts make to
metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan destinations (CIifford et
â1., 1"982; Litwak & Longino, 1987 r. Speare & Meyer, 19gg), few

studies have explored the types of moves made to inner city
versus suburban areas. This study combined an examination of
the intraprovincial and intraurban moves of a sample of order

Manitoban movers. Three basic types of rocaL residential
mobility v/ere found, based on the destinations of the moves:

l-) nonmetropoJ-itan moves; 2) suburban moves; and 3) inner city
moves (Figure 7-L).
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-t1'l-gure 6-1
Typology of Older Manitoban Moves

NONMETROPOLITAN MOVES
- nonmetropolitan destinations
- moves made from a different city/town
- married, own household, lower education
- move for preparation for aging and amenity reasons

SUB{JRBAN MOVES
suburban destinations
moves rnade within the same neighbourhood
female, widowed, married, o$¡n household,
perceive incomes as completely adequate

move to be closer to fanily and friends
seeking reasons

or town
higher education,

for assistance

INNER CITY MOVES
inner city destinations

- moves made within the same neighbourhood or town
- male, single, divorced or separated, rent, lower education,

perceive incomes as not completely adequate
- move for other reasons

The first type of move v/as identified from the

intraprovincÍal- analyses. cross-tabulations of the flow of
the moves revealed that seniors with nonmetropolitan

destinations were more apt to move from a different city/town.
vthile these nonmetropoJ-itan moves may have been made over

longer distances from one city to another, they also included

moves made within relatively short distances from rural farms

to nearby towns.

Cross-tabulations of the movers, characteristics, Iife
cycle events and reasons for moving by the intraprovincial
destinations revealed similar findings to that of the
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literature review (CIifford et âI., L992, Serow, L988i

Sofranko et âI., L982; Warnes, l_983; yeatts et aI., l_987) .

The bivariate anaryses in the present study found that married
seniors, household ov/ners, those with lower 1evels of
education, and seniors moving for amenity or preparation for
aging reasons v/ere more rikery to have nonmetropolitan

destinations.

I,Iiseman and Roseman (L979) and Meyer and Speare (1985)

al-so found that married seniors, household owners, and those

moving for ameni-ty reasons were more like1y to have

nonmetroporitan destinations. lrtiseman and Roseman (j.g7g')

carled this type of move exurbanization or suburbanization.

Meyer and speare (1-985) defined it as an amenity seeking move.

The multivariate analyses of the intraprovinciar moves

revealed that tenure status ernerged as the most significantly
associated variabre relative to the others when predicting
nonmetropolitan versus metropolitan destinations, with orá¡ners

being more likery to make nonmetroporitan moves. crifford. et
aI. (L982) also found the relationship between seniors who own

their homes and those who moved within or into nonmetropolitan

areas as the most important in their study. Education (lower

mean level-) and reasons for rnoving (preparation for aging)

arso increased the log odds of predicting nonmetropolitan

residential mobility destinations of Manitoban seniors.
Marital status and amenity seeking reasons e/ere considered but
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were not strongly associated v/ith intraprovincial moves

relative to the other variables.

The finding that seniors moving for preparation for aging

reasons Ì¡/ere more likely to have nonmetropolitan destinations
v/as contrary to some literature which found preparation for
aging reasons for moving amongst older adults moving to
smaIler, more manageable dweIli-ngs in metropolitan areas

(Meyer & Speare, l-985; Wiseman & Roseman, 1,979). However, it
!'¡as similar to Gfellner and Everitt's (1993) finding that
nonmetropolitan dwellers tended to move from farms to houses

in neighbouring communities. ft is suggested that although

the moves v/ere made to be closer to services, older aduÌts

r,¡ith nonmetropolitan destinations who cited preparation for
aging reasons for moving preferred to l-ive ín smaller towns

rather than the metropolitan area of Winnipeg. Research by

Sofranko et al-. (l-983) is supportive of this suggestion as

they found that seniors with nonmetropolitan destinations hrere

hiqhly satisfied with their residences and preferred living in
the countryside rather than in a metropolitan area.

The finding that nonmetropolitan moves !'¡ere made for both

preparation for aging and amenity seeking reasons is supported

by research conducted by Serow (1-988) which combined data from

nine countries and summarized the residential mobility of
seniors into two basic types. The nonmetropolitan moves in
the present sample are similar to the first type of move

described by Serow (l-988). This move was prompted by a desire
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for a residential change to a better environment which v/as

rrassociated with the desj-re for smarrer and/or cheaper and/or

easier to maintain housing" (Serow, l-9Bg: 588). This

definition incorporated both amenity seeking and preparation

for aging reasons within the same type of move. Nonetheress,

the fact that the preparation for aging reasons for moving

stere stronger predictors of nonmetropolitan nobiJ-ity than

amenity seeking reasons in the rogistic regressions emphasizes

the irnportance of examining the rnulti-variate, and not just the

bivariate relations of factors influencing seniors' mobirity.
The second type of move identified by the present

typology was suburban moves. Suburban moves are similar to
the second move highlighted by serow (1989). suburban moves

hrere more likeIy to be made within the same neighbourhood or
town compared to nonmetropolitan moves. Clifford et al.
(l-982) suggested that assistance seeking reasons for moving

provoked longer distance moves from nonmetropolitan to
metropolj-tan areas. However, the finding that suburban movers

seeking assistance rnoved within the same neighbourhood or town

has implications that older adurts in this sample vrere arready

living reratively crose to their farnily members even before

they made the move for assistance.

Drawing on the bivariate findings, females, widows,

married seniors, household owners, seniors with a higher mean

1evel of education, seniors-who perceived their incomes as

completely adequate, and those moving to be croser to faniry
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and friends for assistance seeking reasons r¡¡ere found to be

more likely to make suburban moves. serow (l-98g), wiseman and

Rosernan (L979) and Meyer and speare (l-985) identified these

moves in their typologies as assistance seeking moves made to
metroporitan areas in general. They fail-ed to differentiate
between the specific metropolitan destinations of those moving

for assistance seeking reasons. rn fact, while l{iseman and

Roseman (1979) did not mention a particular metroporitan
destination for those moving for assistance seeking reasons,

they did state that movers living in suburban areas Írere more

rikery to move for amenity seeking reasons. This is contrary
to the present research's findings and those of Basu (Lg7g)

who found that seniors needing care moved to the suburbs to be

closer to their famil-ies.

The murtivariate anaJ-yses of the intraurban moves

demonstrated that education, then assistance seeking,

perceived adequacy of income and gender increased the log odds

of predicting suburban versus inner city destinations.
Relatively, rnarital- status, tenure status and reasons for
moving other than amenity seeking, preparation for aging or

assistance seeking were not strongly associated with different
intraurban mobility destinations.

crifford et aL. G982) stated that arternative riving
arrangements and decreases in farnily dependency are

responsibre for increasing numbers of seniors J-iving arone ín
late adul-thood. Especially in fringe areas outside of central
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cities, household owners are more rikery to remain o$¡ners Ín
late adul-thood (Clark & Davies, t99O; Golant, L977). These

factors may account for the finding that white suburban movers

tend to pursue support frorn their families, they are still
more like1y to be household owners.

The third move apparent in the typology of ol_der Manitoba

movers is inner city moves. Like other studies, the present

research found that inner city moves $¡ere generally made

within the same neighbourhood or town (CJ-ark & Davies, 1-gg}ì

I.Iiseman & Roseman, 1-979). Based on the bivariate findings,
males, single, divorced or separated seniors, renters, those

with lower mean levels of education, those who perceive their
incomes as not comptetely adequate, and seniors moving because

of other reasons (other than amenity seeking, preparation for
aging or assístance seeking reasons) are more like1y to make

inner city moves. This move is sirnilar to the inner city
relocation move identified by Wiseman and Roseman (1,979) that
is made because of environmental stress. Cl-ark and Davies

(l-990) suggested that income and neighbourhood dissatisfaction
were associated with seniors living in inner city areas. This

seems true of the present sampJ-e of inner city movers who

perceived their incomes as not cornpletely adequate and who

moved for other reasons including financial probtems or

changes in living arrangements.

The mul-tivariate analyses demonstrated that the two

indicat.ors of social c1ass, educat j-on and perceived adequacy
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of income, were stronger predictors than reasons for moving

(anenity seeking or preparation for aging), maritat status and

tenure status, which were also considered but were not

significant. This finding is supported by other riterature
(Carter, L988; Clark & Davies, l-990) which suggests that even

though inner city moves are considered voluntary, they may be

influenced by factors beyond the individual/s control, such as

damaged, unstable and dangerous living conditions (Seniors,

Secretariat, l-993).

Some findings in the present study are in conflict with
the results from other research (ie. those moving for
preparation for aging reasons having nonmetropolitan

destinations and those moving for assistance seeking reasons

having suburban destinations). This could be due to a variety
of reasons. First, the sampre of older Manitoban loca1 movers

may be different from other studies which tended to use only

rong distance movers or included both rong distance and local
movers (Speare & Meyer, l-988; Wisernan & Roseman, L979).

The dependent variable for the present study was based

solely on the destinations of the moves. l.ihiIe many studies

have utilized the destinations of moves as the dependent

variable (C1ark & Davies, L99O; GoJ-ant I LgTB; Ormrod, L986;

Sofranko et â1., l-983; Yeatts et aI., 1987), other studies,

such as Wiseman and Rosemanrs (L979), based their typologies

on a number of factors simultaneously, including the

destinations of moves, the flows of moves and reasons for
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moving. The only other research found that ernptoyed

multivariate anaryses (speare & Meyer, l-9gg) used reasons for
moving as the dependent variable.

The different findings may indicate that there $¡ere

interaction effects that were not examined here between the
independent variables or that the present study did not have

enough detailed information to identify different types of
moves with the same destinations. This ratter reason may

account for wiseman and Roseman,s (r979) finding that married

seniors and household ol^¡ners v¡ere more likety to make moves to
suburban areas after retirement for amenity seeking reasons.

The present research also found married seniors and household

ot/ners rnaking suburban moves at the bivariate level. However,

the murtivariate analyses did not find them significant. The

different research methods may have led to the conflicting
findings.

CONCLUSTONS

The present study examined the residential destinations
of older Manitobans in relation to a variety of
sociodemographic characteristics, rife cycle events and

reasons for moving. rt formurated a typorogy of rnobirity that
incrudes both intraprovinciar and intraurban moves. The

limitatíons of this study, the irnplications for policy, and

suggestions for further research are discussed next.
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Lirnitations

The lirnitations of cross-sectional- and retrospective
studies are generally acknowledged (wister & Burch, 19g9).

The inadequacies of retrospective studies !,/ere heightened in
the present research by incruding those who had moved within
l-o years of the study. Responses of seniors who had moved

within one year r^¡ere weighted equally with those who had moved

ten years earrier. Bias and forgetfurness may have red to
inaccurate testimonies, particurarly amongst those who had

moved five or more years earrier. As werl-, rnultiple moves

within that period lrere not considered. only the rnove that
respondents had made to their place of residence at the tírne

of the study was reported.

Anaryses conducted to reduce the retrospective nature of
the study may have served only to confuse the data with other
measurements. For example, marital status was calculated for
the tirne of the move, whereas tenure status was identified at
the time of the study. A study conducted by stapreton concord

(1-984) illustrated that there were interaction effects between

maritar status, tenure status and the dependent variabre, type
of move. I,lhire the present study dernonstrated that marital
status and tenure status v/ere rnildry associatedr, when the two

variables llere calculated for different times, the association

I See the correlation matrix in Chapter Five fordetails.
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may have been weakened. This may have rinited the preciseness

of the logistic regression analyses.

The sampre of movers for the present study was selected

from a larger data set collected by the Canadian Aging

Research Network (CARNET). This type of secondary analyses

may not be as accurate or appropriate as research based on a
sample and interview schedule designed specificatty to expJ-ore

residentiar rnobility patterns (Everitt & Gferrner, Lgg4).

Although the CARNET interview schedul-e included a section on

housing arrangements, the way in which the questions were

posed was not idear for the purposes of the present study and

may have induced measurement problems. The same question was

employed to determine both the rife cycre events associated

with the move and the reasons for moving2. An interpretive
method of coding vras used to distinguish life cycle events

from reasons for moving. This resurted in a srnalr sample size
of respondents who stated life cycle events (n=1_56), and

littre variation in the responses (eg. 672 stated decrining
health as the rife cycle event associated with their moves

compared to onry 20? who reported retirement and l-4å who cited
widowhood) .

some studies have found that onry a smalr number of order
adurts move in response to certain rife cycre events

(Mutschler, 1992r' Warnes, 1-983a). It is unclear whether this

2 See Chapter
the CARNET survey and

Three or Appendix A for more detail on
its interview schedule.
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may also be true of the individuats in the present sample or
if the srnall number of those identified as reporting life
cycle events was due to rinitations of the second.ary analyses.

Another limitation of the research was the smarr number

of respondents with inner city destinations. comparisons at
an intraurban level were difficult as almost three-quarters of
the metroporitan sample (7oz) had suburban destinations.
Arthough the larger proportion of older adults with suburban

rather than inner city destinations nay signify the preference

that seniors have for riving in suburban areas and the
resurting trend towards suburbanization (Golant I L97g; ormrod,

l-986; wisernan & Roseman, 1-979), it most rikery refrects the
rarger number of postar code areas in winnipeg that are
considered suburban rather than inner city. A rarger sampl-e

size of both inner city and suburban dwerlers may irnprove

investigations on intraurban mobility.
Final-]y, the sampre consisted of only those older adul-ts

who currently reside in Manitoba. Moreover, the sarnple did
not represent an equal distribution of residents throughout

Manitoba since onry I nonmetropolitan and 1 metropolitan
communities r¡/ere surveyed. Manitoba is unique from other
provi-nces within canada and states in the united states in
terms of its harsh winters, its rarge nonmetropoJ-itan, farming
and Native populations, its distinct tourist attraction areas,

as werr as having onry one census metropolitan area. rt might
be difficult to generalize the findings of this study to other
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provinces or states which have less severe crimates, rarger
popurations and smaller proportions of order adurts in their
populations.

Impl-ications For Policv

While recognizing these lirnitations, findJ_ngs from the
present research may heighten poricy makers' understanding of
older Manitobans, residential- rnobility. With increased

comprehension, appropriate changes can be made. Because the

findings indicated that the sociodemographic characteristics
and seniors' reasons for moving differ according to rnobility
destinations, changes in the level and orientation of service
provision for older adults in nonmetropolitan versus suburban

versus inner city areas are required. Three areas of chang'e

for policy and service provision are discussed below.

First, some seniors from the sample with nonmetropolitan

destinations tended to make moves to small- towns for
preparation for aging reasons. Services such as

transportation and health care in some nonmetropolitan areas

may not be as comprete as those in metroporitan areas (Rosturn

& Thonney, 1991-; Sofranko et aI., 1993). To meet the needs of
older adults who prefer to rive in nonmetropolitan areas,

services must be initiated or expanded. outreach services

based in smal-I towns are also necessary to gain access to
seniors moving to outlying communities and farms.

I^Iiseman and Roseman (L979) suggested that seniors are

more likely to make moves to areas they have previously rived
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in or visited. Thus, seniors in nonmetropotitan areas may be

hindered frorn moving to targer areas that have the services
they need, because of fear of the unknown and lack of
knowledge. service providers may be abl-e to aid seniors who

desire to move to unfamiriar pJ-aces with information about

housing resources, support during the move, and rinking moving

seniors to existing networks in the nev/ area.

second, the present study indicated that femares and

those moving for assistance seeking reasons are more rikery to
have suburban destinations. Because these indivÍdua1s tend to
be more reliant upon their famiries but prefer to live in
their own homes, services in suburban areas focusing more on

caregiving support such as respite programs and adult day care

programs, and aiding those who pref er to age in their o\^/n

residences such as emergency response systems and alternative
housing innovations, rnight be valued (canada Mortgage and

Housing Corporation, l-989) .

Finarry, the characteristics of seniors riving in the
inner city v¡ere distinct from those with suburban

destinations. The bivariate analyses revealed that mares,

renters, seniors with rower mean revels of education, those

who perceive their incomes as not cornpletery adequate and

older adults moving because of other reasons including
financial probrems and changes in living arrangements vrere

more likery to have inner city destinations. skinner (Lgg2)

suggested that economic disadvantage, raciar segregation and
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ageism make it difficurt for inner city movers to find
appropriate dwellings. pol-icies need to address racial_ and

age discrimination in housing. Most private sector services,
such as retirement communities, are directed towards middl_e to
upper class seniors (canada Mortgage and Housing corporation,
l-989). consequently, there is a need for progressive services
oriented towards ensuring comfortabl-e and reliable housing for
older adults living in the inner city.
Further Research

The differences found in the present study between the
characteristics associated with metropolitan versus
nonmetropolitan and with inner city versus suburban older
movers ilrustrate the importance of examining rocal seniors,
mobility apart from long distance rnigration. Additionally,
the multivariate findings enphasize the importance of
integrating the literature and using a rnultifactorial approach

to explaining older adul_ts, residential mobility.
However, research designed specifically for the purposes

of examining the local residential nobility of older Canadians

is needed. An interview schedure consisting of both crose-
and open-ended questions probing the life cycle events and

reasons for moving separately is crucial. The forlowing are
exampres of questions which rnight identify the life cycle
events and reasons for moving associated with order adurts,
moves separately:
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rrWhere did you move fron? That is, what city and
which area?

rrWhat type of dwelling did you move from?rl
ttlooking back on your move to this residence,please explain in your ov/n words how and v¡hy you
decided to move. rl

rrSome people move because of certain events that
happen in their lives. Did you move because you
retired? your spouse died? your health wasdeclining? If yes to retirement or widowhood, howlong after you retired/your spouse died did you
move? ff

rrBerow is a l-ist of commonry mentioned reasons formoving. Please identify which ones applied to you
when you moved to this residence, in order of Ltremost important reason to the l_east importantreason... wanted a bigger house, wanted to live in
a smaller town, wanted a smaller dwel1ing, wanted a
dweJ-ling with less maintenance, needed -assistance
from fanily and friends, etc.rl
Another way to integrate a variety of research efforts

would be to examine the mobirity history of ol_der canadians

(stone & Fletcher, L9B7). Exanining alt the moves made over

an extended tirne period and the reasons given for the moves

nay help to crarify how life cycre events are associated with
senÍors, mobil-ity and the flows of moves.

As the interview schedure was not designed specifically
for examining residential nobility, this study coul-d only use

the destinations of the moves as the dependent variables.
There is a need to examine arternate definitions of the types
of moves that older adurts make. For example, including the
origins with the destinations in the d.ependent variable would

would alrow an examination of whether moves hrere made from

metropolitan to nonmetroporitan areas, from nonmetropoli_tan to
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metropolitan areas, within metropolitan areas, or within
nonmetropolitan areas. While the present study explored

whether moves r{rere made within the same city or from a

different city, it could not determine whether moves in
nonmetropolitan areas r^rere made from farms to nearby towns, or

which city, be it metropolitan or nonmetropoÌitan, the move

originated from.

Finalì-y, finding that lov¡er education was associated with
seniors' moves to nonmetropolitan destinations, and lower
j-ncome with those making inner city moves points to the

importance of examining the influence of class on rnobility
decisions. [riatkins (]-989) suggested that new cohorts of o]der

adults may have different perceptions, experiences and

cul-tural backgrounds. Thus, further research examining both

the direct association betr,r¡een class and other key variabl-es

and the types of moves, and the relative infl-uence of class

amongst other factors on the types of moves, is required to
ensure that service provision is adequate and appropriate for
all Canada's elder1y.

Conclusion

This study developed a typology of older Manitoban's

IocaI residential rnobility. Three types of moves v/ere

identified, based on intraprovincial- and intraurban

destinations of moves: nonmetropolitan moves, suburban moves

and inner city moves. As well, the relationship between these
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types of moves and sel-ected sociodemographic characteristics,
l-ife cycle events and. reasons for moving was explored.

Even though there were some rimitations to the data set
and analyses, the findings of this study are important in
terms of providing guiderines for appropriate policy
initiatives and service provision to older movers.

some of the findings of this study are in confrict with
the resurts of other research. These differences may j_ndicate

the importance of integrating the riterature and conducting
multivariate analyses instead of bivariate analyses on

seniorst residentiar rnobility. However, differences between

the present study and other research in terms of the type of
sampre, the definition of the dependent variabre and the
method of data anaì-ysis may have heightened these
inconsistencies . Further research investigating these
differences would be beneficiat.
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ÀPPENDIX A

VARIABLES USED IN THE DATA ANALYSES

fdentification of the Sample
For how many years have you lived in this dwelling?

- number of years coded directly
INDEPENDENT VARTABLES

Age
In what year lrere you born?

- year coded directly
Gender
Sex of Respondent

- coded by interviewer
Marital Status
What is your marital status?

1--SingIe
2-Married
3 -Divorced/ Separated
4-Widowed
5-other (Specify)
9-Missing

For how long have you been ?
- coded in years

Tenure Status
Do you ovrn or rent this dwelling?

1-Own
2-Rent
3-other (specify)
4-Missing

Perceived Adequacv of Income
How well do you think your income and assets currently satisfy your
needs?

1--Completely adequate
2-Somewhat adequate
3-Somewhat inadequate
4-Totally inadequate
9-Missing
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Income
$Ihat is the average monthly income of this househol-d including the

old age security payments?
OO-No income
ol--Less than $500
02-$soo-999
o3-$1000 -1-499
04-$1500 -L999
05-$2 OOO-2499
o6-$2s00 -2999
07-$3 000-3499
08-$3s00-3 eee
09-$4 OOO-44e9
r-o-$4500 -499e
11-$sO0O -5499
r-2-$5soo -s999
l-3-$6000 or more
98-Dontt Know
99-Missing

Life Cvcle Events
Can you describe the most important factors which led you to move

to your present residence?
- open-ended responses recorded verbatj-m and then coded
1--Retirement
2-[rIÍdowhood
3-Declining Health

Reasons for Moving
Can you describe the most important factors which led you to move

to your present residence?
- open-ended responses recorded verbatirn and then coded
l--Arnenity Seeking
2-Preparation For Aging
3-Assistance Seeking
4-Other Reasons

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Location of Move
Was your l-ast residence...

i--in the same neighbourhood
2-in the same town/city
3-in a different city
7-NA
9-Missing

Place of Resi-dence
City name
Zip codes for those respondents in Winnipeg

- coded by interviewer
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APPENDTX B
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ÀPPENDIX C

FREOUENCY DTSTRIBUTTONS OF INCOME

DISTRTBUTIONS

TNCOME VARTABLES
Household Income Level
Less Than $999
$10oo-t_999
$z ooo+
Don't Know
Missing

Perceived Adequacv of fncome
Not Completely Adequate
Completely Adequate
Missing

Number

133
20]-

94
33
25

486

263
2L9

4
4a6

Percentage (å)

27 .4
4L.4
1_9.3
6.8
5.1

1-00. o

54.L
45 .1,

.ö
100. o
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APPENDIX D

CODÏNG SCHEDULE:
LTFE CYCLE EVENTS AND REASONS FOR MOVTNG

WTTH MIILTIPLE RESPONSES

Mu1tiple Life Cyc1e Event Responses (n:5)

l-. rrHusband died and she courdnrt manage house repairs and
maintenance, security, declining health, yard maj-ntenancerl

Possibl-e categories: widowhood. and declining ñealth
Coded: declining health as the move seems to be linked more to the

respondent's failing health and inability to manage the yard
than her husband's death

2. rrI couldn't keep the house after husband died and my own health
began to slip"

Possible categories: widowhood and declining health
Coded: decl-ining health as the literature has found associations

between declining health and preparation for ag'e moves more
than widowhood

3. rrHusband retired and sold farm because of iII health and rnoved
to town to be near conveniences, med centre, food storerl

Possible categories: retirement and declining health
Coded: declining health as the move and retirement were made

because of declining health

4. rrRetirement, declining health, â9êtt
Possible categories: retirement and declining health
Coded: declining health because even though retirement was

mentioned first, declining health and age are often meant as
the same

5. rrwhen retired, moved back to home town, close to friends andfanily, poor healthr rìo stairs, near conveniencesrl
Possible categories: retirement and declining health
coded: retirement because it v/as the first rife cycre event

mentioned, and the Iiterature suggests that retirement moves
are often made back to seniors' home towns where they hadpreviously resided
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Multiple Reasons For Moving Responses (n:17)

1. rrsister (widow) wanted her to move back to Roblin to be nearher; her home in Grandvieqr was al_so too much work when her
husband diedrl

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance
Coded: assistance becãusè rnaintenance seems to be an afterthought
2. rrFor health reasons, courdntt look after the big house any

more, needed a place where they could be looked afterrl
Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation foi age as assistancã seeking h¡as not reporteA

to be to farnily and friends
3. rrEmerson had no bus route clearing, very inconvenient, moved toMorris for better transportation and fanily living thererl
Possible categorj-es: preparation for age and assistance seekingCoded: preparation for age as the most prevalent responses wereidentical to definitions of preparation for age móves in theliterature
4. frlocation closer to winnipeg , size smar-rer, enjoy carmen,

family close byrr
Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seekingcoded: preparation for age as the first three responses werepreparation for age compared to only the last onê which was

assistance seeking

5. rrr didntt drive, house too big, things croser, kids croserrl
Possible categories: preparation for agè and assistance seekingcoded: preparation for age because three out of four of the

reasons were linked to preparation for age reasons as defined
in the literature review

6 - rrcrose to farnily, close to medicar center, unable to do
maintenance required on her mobire home so moved into aseniors, complexrl

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age because even though the first responãe

lras assistance seeking, most of the ansró¡ers pertained topreparation for age reasons, and moves to seniors' cornplexes
are considered preparation for age in the l-iterature

7 . rrllea1th was declining so she rnoved out of her house into an
apartment; also to be near familytt

Possible categorj-es: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for ag'e because assistance seeking seemed to be

an afterthought
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8. rrHusband found upkeep of house too hard, this v/as closer to
f amilytt

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seekì-ng
Coded: preparation for age because atthough the location wãs

determined by the farnily, the move was prompted by naintenance
problems

g. rrlrlas no longer able to manage her home and yard, husband was in
nursing home with Alzheimers, son got this apartrnent for her
close to friends and family"

Possible categ'ories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age because it was the first response and

the move was not made to receive assistance from the fanily
l-0. rrUnable to manage the yard, close to family and friends
Possibl-e categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age because it v/as the first response,

and because it v/as the reason for the move rather than the
l-ocation of the move which the assistance seeking response v/as

l-l-. tfHouse very big to care for, this suite was available and was
close to farnily

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age as it seemed that this is the general

meaning of the responses

1-2. rrWas ín a house too hard to upkeep so wanted apartment and to
be closer to familytt

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age as it seemed to be the overal-1 meaning

of the responses

l-3. rrsize (smaller horne), fewer stairs (decrining hearth), safety,
close to fanily (J-ocation)"

Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age because more responses corresponded to

preparation for age definitions
1'4. rrunable to look after yard due to injury, noh¡ is crose to

daughter as we}lrl
Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
Coded: preparation for age because the reason for moving seemed to

be related to preparation for aging reasons, while theproximity of fanily appeared to have only determined the
Iocation

l-5. rrsize (wanted smaller apartment) , close to familyrl
Possible categories: preparation for age and assistance seeking
coded: preparation for age because it was the first response



L20

1'6. rrcourd no ronger take care of her home due to stroke anddeclining heal-th, in the neighbourhood she loved, close tofamily and friends and all conveniencesrl
Possible categories:, preparation for age and assistance seekingcoded: preparation for age as the rnove did not seem to depena ónfamily support

L7 . rrThe location was unsafe, also wanted to be close to sonrlPossible categories: preparation for age and assistance seekingcoded: preparation for age as it was the first response aña
seerned to be the most irnportant reason for moving


